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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTTON

fn the spring of 1981, Ngwqr{_eg[ magazine began a series of articles

dealing with the public school system in the United States. The first

article was entitled "Why Public Schools f'ail".I According to the

article, a public opinion poll conducted by the Gallup organization

found that half the respondents believed schools were doing a poor, or

at best only a marginal job of educatj-nq the youth of the country.

Sixty per cent of the people polled said that they would like their

children taught in a more orderly manner, while seventy per cent seemed

to be clamouring for a greater stress.on the academic basics. Con-

comitant with the general feeling of displeasure with the public

schoo1 systern is an increased enrolment.in private schools which are

seen as providing a much superior academic preparation within a well

disciplined setting.

The flight to prívate schools and the general dissatisfaction

with the public school system is not only an American phenomenon.

Canadian parents are also enrolling their chitdren in private schools

in the hope that such schools will provide an education better than

that offered hy the public sector. During a conference held in Winnipeg

lD"n.,i= A. lVil-liam, JaneL Huck, Christopher Ma, and Sylvester Ivlonroe,

"why Public Schools Fail-", Ney.gv¡egk, 20 April, t98I' pp' 62-65-

I
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in February,198I, Kay Sigurjousson, the deputy secretary of the Federa-

tion of ülomen Teachersr Association of onLario, suggested that public

school teachers shoul-d view the ever increasing number of students

being enrolled in private schools as a criticism of the quality of

education offered in the canadian pubric school syst.n,.2

Anyone involved in the educational field has become aware in

recent years that the North American school system is being attacked.

In the past few years, the schools, at least in the public's perception,

have seemingly moved away from strict academic programs with weII dis-

ciplined classrooms to something else. In the summer of 198t, the

!{inn ipeq Free Press published an article entitled "School Discipline

Turns Full circle with Tough stand". within the body of the article,

Ted Elsberg, president of the council of supervisors and Administrators,

is quoted as having written in a letter to the New York Times, "!'le

suggest giving the authority back to the authority figures, the princi-

par, the assistant principar, the teacher,,.3 rn February, 1gg1, the

minister responsible for education in Quebec made it quite clear at a

press conference that the educational policies of the school system

were going to reflect a desire that students acquire greater tevels of

academic skillS in the province. For a number of years, concerned

people have been cl-amouring for a return to the teaching of the "three

Rrs". Some provinces, notably Ontario, have reinstituted departmental

Manfred Jager,2 'rparentst Interest in Private schools concerns Educa-
Free Press, 4 February' 1981' P. L2.tortt , vüinn ipeq

Fred M.
Stand",

Hechinger, "school Discipline Turns Full circle with Tough

Winnipeg Free Press, 2 July' 1981' P. 3.
3
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examinations at t.he high school level in an attempt to tighten the

educational process and make schools more responsible for the quality

of the training they provide. It seems obvious that whatever factors,

whatever conclusions were influentiat in causing the school to change

their traditional approach to education are no longer valid for the

society of today. "The trendy pendulum that s\^/ung toward trel-evant

classes'and open cfassrooms in the 1960's and'70's is swinging back

toward basics these daYs".4

To understand the views being expressed today about public schools.

it. is necessary to examine and to trace the evolutions of the attitude,

and philosophies of education that became prevalent durÍng the 1960s

and extended well into the 1970s. In the decade bet\,/een 1965 and 1975,

a number of socio-economic factors came together and caused the school

system in North America to embark on a series of experiments dealing

with curricula, administrative structure, physical structure, teaching

methods and goals of education.

It. is the contention of this thesis that these changes in the

schools were but one manifestation of the social philosophy of the

period. The philosophy advocated the rejection of some of the tradi-

tional values and attitudes cherished by the previous generation. The

rejection of these values and attitudes led to the rejection of estab-

lished authority figures and the practices entrenched in some of the

4tilliu*", et aI. "Why Public Schools Fail", p' 62.
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major social institutions.

From the beginning the system of public educatíon seemed to be

closely tied to changes in the socio-economic structure of society.

As Michael Katz has noted:

During the early and mid-nineteenth century, industrialization'
urbanization, and immigration reshaped the economic and social
order of North America. The pace and timing of social develop-
ment varied, of course, from region to region. Howeverr every-
where a close temporal connection existed between social develop-
ment and the creation of public educational systems. 5

The "temporal" is not, however, the onJ-y conneCtion that exists

between social changes and the creation of educational institutions.

According to Katz, many institutions, those concerned with publiç

schoolíng among them, were deliberately created as an ansvler to the

social problems that became apparent during the early period of a

socio-economic shift to an industrial, capitalistic society.

The policies that created institutions arose in response to
shifting social conditions: most directly from pressures fel-t
within cities and regions experiencing a shift to a capitalistic
mode of production. 6

Even today, changes in educational systems are dependent on the

occurrence of changes in the values held by society and the socio-

economic structure effecting a society at a particular moment in his-

tory. Socío-economic conditíons can be altered by a variety of events'

5Michael, R.
Historv of

KaLz, "The Origin of Public Education: A Reassessment",
(Winter , L976) , p. 384.Educat ion

6 Ibid. p. 391.

Otr ar ter 1v
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such as wars, invasions, political revolutions, massive immigrations,

the introduction of new technology, the discovery of new sources of

wealth. Some evidence that value shifts have occurred ín a society can

be found in the modification of the relationships of indíviduals to the

state, the increased or diminished importance given to work as an in-

dicator of social worth, the introduction of new status symbols, and

the formation of new social classes.

A major indicator of a change in societal values can also be seen

in the modifications made in the philosophies and methodologies adopted

and sometimes implemented by the various public institutions' such as

health, social welfare, and education. There is no doubt that public

education is one of the institutions often dramatically affected by

turmo j.I in,rsooier.tY.

Like most other instítutions, public school systems are basic-

ally conservative in Lhe sense that, whenever possibte, they often

resist changes in structure, philosophy and methodology. However' some

changes will occur when society applies enough pressure on the institu-

tion through political or economic channels. More often than not, Pub-

Iic education institutions assume the visible trappings and express the

rhetoric of change rather than effectuate a basic modification of the

educational system. The trappings of new methods and the verbiage of

new philosophies give the impression thaL new, innovative systems are

being implemented, while in reality nothing of real importance to main-

tain the sÈatus quo of the schools has been compromised.
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In modern times, public educaLion in North America seems to be

swinging between two approaches to teaching. A "traditional" approach

which emphasizes strict discipline and academic excell-ence, and a

"humanistic" approach thaL advocates a more laissez-faire attitude to-

ward discipline and training.

The efficient communication system avaifabl-e to society and the

ease of travel makes possible the rapid dissemination of ideas and con-

cepts from one geographical area to another. This thesis will show

that when reaf or apparent changes in educational- methods or philosophy

appear in one geographic region (because of some specific socio-economic

condition that created a need for change in that area) the educational-

practices tend to be adopted by neighbouring regions having similar

economic and social conditions. The adoption of foreígn' new educational

practices is thus often not in response to any local social- need but is

due to the desire to appear innovative.

Often the "new" educationaÌ practices prove to be both expensive

and unsuitable for the adopting region, especially when the country im-

porting the ideas might be linguistically the same as the exporter but

cul-turally very different.

However, as this thesis will attempt to show' since the need for

educatíonal change ís often not really required by the local social

conditions, the new practices are adopted and practised very super-

ficially and are quickly abandoned when the novelty wears off or the

practical aspects of implementing a specific theory or philosophy prove
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too expensive and impractical in the real worl-d of the classroom. Add-

itionally, it will be argued how in some cases one consequence of the

adoption of the appearance of change is that the quality of public

school education deteriorates because of the conflicts that arise be-

tween the expounded philosophy and the practice. Dropping educational

standards brings about a reaction on the part of society; socíety begins

clamouring for a retu,rn to lrgdåLio.t,Êf methods of instruction, stricter

discipline, and greater emphasis on basics. A return to traditional

education is usuall-y quickly accomplished since no real- change of any

consequence has really occurred in the school system. The counter re-

form is further facilitated by the fact that many schools, especially

those catering to the sociat elites, never really relínquish traditionaf

practices. Some attitudes, philosophical stands, and methods from the

innovative period , especially those found to be convenient for the

teacher and less expensive for the administrative bodies in charge of

school systems, are usually retained and incorporated in the Lew.tredi:

tionat educational practice. Eventually, the traditional methods once

again give way to the onslaugh t of innovative methodologies when locally

generated socio-economic conditions or the desire to adopt innovative,

status-producing practices from elsewhere force schools to begin their

cyelical metamorphos is .

The Manitoba school system has not been immune to the educational

cycles that periodically sweep through North America; in the L965-I975

period, Manitoba aLso went through a period of experimentation. In this
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thesis, there will be a discussion of the social forces and philosophi-

cal ideas which were prevalent during this significant decade. There

wilI also be an examination of those educational concepts which were

introduced in the educational structure, the modus operandi and the

general philosophy of education of the Provincial department of educa-

tion and how these ideas were implemented by the winnipeg school Divi-

sion #f. The focus on this particular school division is dictated by

the fact that the Winnipeg Schoo] Division #1 is one of the larger and

more important school divisions in the province and is/ consequently'

quite influential in educational matter' .

Among the changes that will be considered are those dealing with

curriculumi the decentral-ization of authority as represented by the de-

Letion of inspectorsi changes in the administrative structure at the

superintendent tevel; introduction of experimental methodology of

teaching and consequential structural modification of schoof, such as

the building of lecture theatres and open area cl-assroomsi introduction

of the idea of continuous progress and abolition of examinations both

at the departmental ]evel and the local school level-; the development

of community schools and the introduction of special programs. Finally'

in this thesis, there will be a discussion of education today and of

t.hose factors which influence the new sequence of changes.

This investigation requires a fairly extensive study of the educa-

tional literature of the 1960s and I970s. Hence, the major concepts

of that period along with their exponents will be examined. The socio-
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economic conditions which gave rise to the ideas and practices of the

period wiII also be discussed.



CHAPTER ÏI

A MODEL OF CHANGE IN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM

In order to understand the mechanism of change operating within

an educational institution, it ís first necessary to understand the re-

tationship of the educational institution to the larger society of which

it is part, and those forces which :shape all- socio-cultural groups.

Obviously, our attemp-t to understand the forces that shape societies

involves sociology. Sociology is a relatively new science but in a

short time its students have expounded' supported and rejected many

theories as to interaction of events that shape society.

T e Soci tÞ tivel- I

one of the primary concerns of sociologists has been the study

of the process that causes societies to change over a period of time.

Many theories have been advanced to explain both the nature and the

reason for change that occurs in any social- group, Some of the theories

proposed by {:he sociologists have created interest only in academic cir-

cles; oLher theories, such as those expounded by Marx, have not only

attempted to explain society but have also been instrumental in affecting

soc ie ty .

some earty theorists seemed to view society as an organism con-

stantly growíng, with every society reaching a higher level of civil-

10
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ization in a linear progress that can be traced back ín history and pre-

dicted forward in time. As Herbert Spencer vrrote in Ëggi-g]SgJ¿

The many facts contemplated unite in proving that social evolu-
tion forms a part of evolution at large...social organization is
at firSt vaguei advance brings settled arrangements which grow

slowly more preciset customs pass into law which, while gaining
fíxity, also become more specific in their applications to a

variety of actions...There is progress toward greater sizef co-
herence, multiformityr ând definiteness. I

In the view of these theorists, any society could be seen as

similar to a single organism' an organism going from infancy to aduft-

hood to old age and finally death. The demise of one society being

fotlowed by the emergence of, a new society whích would in turn 9o

through various stages of growth and eventual collapse. Oswald Spengler

claimed that "Cultures are organisms, and worlC history is their

collective biograPhY" . 
2

History seems indeed to justify the organic model of change.

The various historicaf empires and societies appear' in retrospect'

to have gone Lhrough a process of humble beginning to great size and

power to decay and faII from former prominence. For example, one:

only has to study the progression of historical societies such as those

established by the Etruscans' the Phoenicians, the Egyptians and other

IHerb..t Spencerr "sociologY" in Soc ia1 noe: Source, Patter ng and

Consequence, 2nd ed., ed. by amitar Eiuzioni and Eva Etzioni-Halvey
Books, L973) ' p. 13.

.),oswaldSpeng1er,''TheDecfineoftheWest''inW
(New Yor k : Bas ic

Patter ns and Consecfuences r P. 20.
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more ancient and more recent societies.

The early theorists were not very concerned with the mechanisms

and rea5ons for the occurrence of change. Changes ogcurred because of

the intrinsic nature of any society. However' a simple organic view of

society tr\7as not sufficient for Marx. Marx was not only interested in

recording past events; he was also interested in explaining the reason

for changes and thus become able to predict the future course of his-

tory. He postulated a progression from a lower to a higher social

status; in his vie\n/, however, progression was not smooth, but a move-

ment characterized by conflict. Social changes, in Marx' view, can be

traced to economics. Given any society, except a very primitive one'

a major reason for its existence is to organize the distribution of goods

availabLe to the society. The very nature of most economíc systems is

such that an inequality is created in the distribution of goods, with

some groups (classes) getting more of the common goods. The unequal

distribution of wealth and power inevitably brings the various classes

into a state of conflict. From the conflict a nev¡ structure is created-

-a social structure atso built on inequalities; the process is then

repeated untit such time as a socio-economic system would be created in

which aI1 inegualíties are eliminated. Thus, while for Spenglert his-

tory v/as but a biography of the life of various culLures' Marx cfaimed

that

The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of
class struggle...The modern bourgeois society that has sprouted
from the ruins of feudal soeieLy has not done away with class
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antagonism. It has but established new classes, neÌ^/ conditions
of oppressíon, new forms of struggl,e in place of the old ones. 3

The problem with the classical theorists ís that they sought to

find some unique cause for changes in society and attempted to explain

atl happenings on the basis of that one causative factor. Thus' for some

theorists, the cauSe for change \^/as to be found in the "organic" nature

of society; for the followers of Marxr change was due to the conflíct

created by the unequal distribution of wealth and the consequent class

struggle.

Modern sociologists tend to avoid sweeping generalizaLions, and

tend Lo focus on very specific areas of study limited both in time and

detail. The basic assumption underlying some modern theories is that

societies are in a state of equilibrium, one force neatly balanced by

another force. It is only the occurrence of a shift of force which

causes the origÍnal state of balance to be lost and a new balance to be

acquired. Thomas C Cochran drew attention to the difference between

classical and modern sociologists by stating Lhat

fn contrast, most behavioural or economic theorists are prone to
assume a state of sociaL equilibríum unless some particular force
exerts a disruptive influence. Hence, they are inclined to talk
of a 'change' rather than the process of change. 4

Regardless of what social theory one subscribes to, the fact

remains that historically no social- system or group has been immune

3 Karl Marx and Friedrich "Manífesto of the Communist Party" in
p. 32.Social Chan Sour c

Engels,
Patterns and Con seoue cesn

Thomas C.
L972) , p.

Cochran,
13.

4 SociaI Change ín America (New York: HarPer and Rowt
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from at, least some modification within the duration of its existence.

Vlilbert E. Moore states that social change is, in one form or another,

a phenomenon "universal in human experience".5

In pre-literate socíety, changes were slow¡ centuries often being

the time span necessary to see a difference within a culture. In more

modern times, social- changes have occurred with dizzyíng frequency.

This view is supported by Toffler who claims that

"lüesLern society for the past 300 years has been caught up in
fire storm of change. This storm, far from abatingr nov/ appears
to be gathering force. Change s\^leeps through the highly indus-
trialized countries with \^/aves of ever accelerating speed and
unprecedented impact". 6

Although, as stated previously, changes in socíety are a rela-

tively common phenomenon, they do not come easily. In order for a true

change to occur in any culture, the agent of change must overcome an

enormous state of inertia. Societies are basícally conservative. Most

members of society do not desire a change that might bring with it a

disruption to their ordered way of life. Thís resistance to change was

noted by Robert Nisbet who wrote

The persistence of culture at times appears so strong that it
seems as though culture actually resists change. There certainly
is resistance to change as any modern social reformer will test-
ify. 7

5* ilbert E.
. 1.

Moore, Social Change (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall I 1963) ,

6Alvin Tofflerr {rlture Shsqk (New York: Bantam Booksr l97I) ' 
p. 9"

Robert Nisbet,
p. 45.

p

êd. , Social Chanqe (Oxford: Western Printing, 1972),
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It is obvious, in looking at history, that no one single cause

can ever be pinpointed as the one factor that initiates changes in a

sociat structure or in any one culture. At. times' economics seems to be

the causative factor for socia.l changes; at other times, the prime mover

appears to be the introduction of some particular technological innova-

tion; at still other times, the originat impetus seems to come from

forces originating outside the cuLture itself--forces such as immigration,

war, invasion, climatic change. The reality seems to be Lhat although

any single factor can sometimes produce change/ no single factor can be

considered uniquely responsible for all the changes. Most often the

pressure for society to change can be found ín many factors aI1 operating

more or less at the same time and atl reinforcing one another.

Equally as difficult as determining the causes of change in any one

culture group is attempting to determine if a true cultural change has'

in facL, taken Place.

The introduction and acceptance of new technology in a culture

might give Lhe impression at first that a cultural shift has taken

place. ln fact, the culture might adapt to the innovation without

basically undergoing any major modification. It is the alteration in

the role of the social institution and of the individual which marks

the beginning of tru.e soeial ehange" As Robert Nisbet states

All culture resolves itself into a multitude of ways of behaviour
--socialized behaviour--each in its \^/ay a model of the human

being's adaptation to his environmen!. Each is, in a manner of
Speaking, a tsolutiont to some problematic aspect of environment,
whether the human being--or the sociaf order as a whole, through
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institutions--contrives this rsolution' or, as is far more 1ike1y
the case, simply inherits it through kinship group, churchf school
or other socializing agency, does not effect the matter. I

Thusr it is only when the "sol-ution" changes that one can say that

there has been a change in the culture. Innovative techniques change

society only insofar as it becomes impossible to retain certain insti-

tutional or personal roles, or it becomes possible for certain members

of society to assume roles formerly denied to them. The modern woman

who is assuming formerly typícal male roles can do so because modern

technology has removed the need for certain physical attributes such as

muscular strength. Addit.ionally, advances in medicine have given \¡,7omen

the power to avoid pregnancy and thus postpone child bearing and rearing

for a time when such activities would not interfere with the development

of a career. Other factors such as economics and education have caused

enough changes in norms and values previously held by the culture that

\^/omen are able to assume, without excessive oppositionr new roles made

possibte by the technologY.

As new roles become more and more accepted, new norms and values

are adopted by society thus creating the milieu in which the new roles

both at the institutional level and the personal level are formed. For

example, the introduction of the gun and the horse to the American In-

dian did not, basically alter the structure of their society; what caused

the changes were the limitations imposed on them by the encroaching

white society and the subsequent disappearance of traditÍonal roles as

hunters and.warriors.

B Ibid., p. 7
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Although it might not always be possible to determine precisely

what specific events initiated a societal changer ít is still possible

to assume that a cultural shift has occurred' \dhen' over a period of

time, one can determine that a new Set of norms and values has sup-

planted previously held norms and values in a society; this new set of

norms and val-ues becomes evident in the roles assumed by the institu-

tions within the society and the roles of the people within the insti-

tutions. Sometimes even the establishment of ne\n7 institutions can be

an indication that new values have entered a society. Cochran proposes

that

To gain consensus, therefore, ít seems best to focus on role
playing as the central process involved in social change, and
Lo relate all other elements to it in a systematic l,ray..."'RoIe
is Lhe key point in the interaction between personality' and
its social context, the point at which individuals or groups
shape and are shaped by the environmenti in other words, roles
constitute a form of social structure. Novel role performances'
therefore, underlie structural changes. 9

Introduction and Development of the Public School in North America

ALl cultures share the need to socialize the young so that they

will fit in the estabtished social order and contribute to the wel-fare

of the society. Different methods of educatíon have been employed by

different societies in order to achieve the socializing goal, In pre-

literate socieLies, the socializatiot: of'the yogng"was l-eft in the hátrds

of the family and the tribal elders. While being sociaLized into pro-

per behaviourn the children also learned specific skills--skills which'

9Cochran, Social Ch e1 r l_ca t P. 15.
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when fulLy developed, would make them useful members of the society'

The skitls were taught by the parents and by the more able members of

the tr ibe.

Later societies, such as the Greek and Roman, developed schools

to which children could go to learn some skil-ls in writing, reading,

and develop understanding of t.he political nature and the philosophy

of their society. The Greek and Roman schoofs were' however, expected

to serve onty the young of the elite members of socíety; the children

of the great majority of the people learned useful skills either from

their parents or under some kind of apprenticeship system.

During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance period, the Catholic

church, more precisely the monastic orders, was responsible for the

educating of the children of the wealthy and the training of its own

novices. The Protestant Reformation gave impetus to the idea that

everyone shouLd at least be literate enough to read the Bible; the need

for religious literacy and the greater availability of books made pos-

sible by the printing press, stimulated the development of the concept

of a universal elementary education. It was noL' however, until the

nineteenth century that one saw the development of a system of public

education; that is to say' a system that made education available' more

or less, to all members of society regardless of the financial status

of the familY. Thus as Katz writes in The Oriqin of Public Education'

Though schools existed and frequently received some public sup-
port, the haphazatd arîangements of the seventeenthr eighteenthr
ãnd early níneteenth centuries cannot be considered true progeni-
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tors of the school system we know today, For by the latter part
of the nineteenth century the organization' scope and role of
schooling had been fundamentally transformed. In place of a few
casuaL schools dotted about town and country, there existed in
most cities true educational systems: carefully articulated¡ âgê
graded, hierarchically structured groupings of schools, primarily
free and often compulsory, administered by full-time experts and
progressively taught by specially trained staff. 10

The introduction of the public school system in North America

marked the beginníng of a new set of values; ít in fact, indicated that

a ne\¡¡ culture was in the process of being established. The impetus

that forced the creation of a new societal system ín the nineteenth

century came from industrialization and urbanization; these two pro-

cesses in turn affected most other social aspects. The institution

of the family had to be reshaped in order to be adopted to the needs

of the new society; the entire economic strucLure of the state was

changed by the new industrial processes as well as by the rapid ex-

pansion of the cities--an urban expansion made necessary by the need

for the new industries to have a large body of workers easily available.

The state began assuming responsibility for many aspects of we1-

fare--responsibilities which were formerly the domain of the family or

of the community at large. The staters sol-uLion to the problems created

by the new social order was the creation of formaL institutions whose

task was to address and rectífy the problems. As Katz points out,

The origin of public education systems cannot be understood apart
from their cont,ext. For they formed part of four critical develop-
ments that reshaped North American society during the first three
quarters of the nineteenth century. Those developments were:

Michael Ratz, "The Origin of Public Educat,ion: A Reassessment",
p.383.

10

Historv of Educa tion Ouarterlv (Winter I L976) |
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first, industrialization and urbanization; second' the assumption
by the state of direct responsibility for some aspect of social
weLfare; third, the invention of institutionalization as a soLu-
tion to socíal- problemsi and fourthr the redefinítion of the family. 11

Having once been established, the system of public education in

order to remain viable occasionally changed its priorities and its

form; it adapted to changing social and economic conditions, and

generally attempted to ful.fil-1 the roles and functions that society

decreed as being its domain. The public school system's primary

function was not educative in nature. Its príme function was the

social-ization of the young--especially the young of the lower classes.

f t was the school I s duty to make sure t,hat the young people woul-d be

imbued with respect for l-aw, order and Lheir betters, thus lessening

crime and maintaining the "proper" order in society. Katz indicates

that in the nineteenth century it was the generaL consensus thaL

Exposure to public education, it was widely believed, would pro-
vide the lower cfass child with an alternative environment and a
superior set of aduLt models. Through its effect upon the still
pliable and emergent personalitíes of its clienteLe, a school
system would prove a cheap and superior substitute for the jail
and the poor house. 12

Just as society has not remained static through the passing of

time, so schools have undergone changes. However, the changes in

educational practices are often followed, after a period of years'

11 rbid.
L2 lbid., p. 393.
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by counter changes which return educational practices to former methods

and philosophies. As society grew in complex-ity and in the process of

growing discovered or created new problems, public schools l4/ere ex-

pected to provide solutions for those problems through education' Of-

ten public schools were being pulled in several directíons at the same

time as different factions in society battled for the role Lbe.,;s'e-b'ool

should fulfíll and the manner in which these roles should be achieved.

Thus, while legislators and interest groups struggled to determine

the function of the schoof in society, philosophers and educators

argued not only for the curricular content of schools but also for

the methodology to be used to teach it. The period between 1920 and

1955 witnessed, throughout North America' a series of changes and

counterchanges in schools' curricula and methodologies as the advo-

cates of traditional educaLion struggled wíth the proponents of pro-

gressive education. In A Brief ist.or of Canadian Educati Johnson

F. Henry claims that

The canadian elementary school by 1920 had become fairly stab-
ilized--st.rongly Leacher centered, highly regimented, strictly
but not harshly disciplined, emphasizing factual learning'
reading ability, and acquisition of arithmetic skills and

'good behaviour'. This alL represented what progressivists
were to refer to as 'traditÍonalism'. 13

on the other hand, progressivists advocated a child-centered

approach to education rather than a subject-centered approach; an

Johnson F. HenrY, A Brief History13

McGraw-HiLL, L968) ' P. 133.
of Canadian Education (Toronto:
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abandonment of standard curricula and prescribed textsi a changed role

for the teacher who, rather than being the dispenser of knowledge and

discipline, becomes the guide and resource person as the chifdren ex-

plore their own interests. By 1938, a rat,her large segment of society

seemed to accepL the theoretical framework of progressive

in The Transformation of

education.

As La\,/rence A. Cremin pointed out the School

There is a growing perception of the truth that a rapidly changing
society demands a responsive effort on the part of education; there
is a growing public which wi11ingly supports such responses. Pro-
gressive education, as Frederick Redefer remarked in Time a year
Iater, was no Longer a rebel movement: it had become respectable. 14

Progressivistsr ideas greatly infl-uenced American education

during the thirty or so years that their ideas \'rere promulgatedi how-

ever, by 1955, progressivism, as a general concept in educationr \,¡as

no longer popular in North America. In a remarkably few years' the

educational trends reversed themselves and there rd/as a swift return

to academically-oriented education. The trend in the 1950rs was to-

ward structured curricula and disciplined classrooms. The cougjg

gI-Aç9. to the progressive movement in North America was administered by

the Russiansr successful launching of the Sputnik satellite.

When the Russians launched the first space satellite in the
autumn of. L957, a shocked and humbled nation embarked on a
bitter orgy of pedagogícaL soul-searching. 15

I4Lawrence A. Crenrin, The Transformation of the School, (New York:
A1fred A. Knopf I L962) , p. 276.

Ibid. , p. 347 .
15
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The result of this soul-searching was an attempt to return to the

'proper' function of schools i.e. the

young.

intellectual traÍning of the

In spite of the apparent rejectíon of progressive education' the

thirty-year movement did bring changes to the practice of education.

Educational opportunities were extended to most social levelsi schooLs

made some allowance for the "special requirements of pubescent chil-dren"16

by íntroducing middle school programs--i.e. junior high; extra-curricu-

1ar activities in most schools were greatly expended; students were

grouped as to ability; classroom discipline became less formal and

rigidi curricula became more flexible and varied. From the extremes

of traditional and progressive education most school synthesized a

system of education that attempted to retain much of the old and

incorporate some of the new ideas '

A ModeI For Changes in Education

Since the establ-ishment of public schools, the

institution has been accused at one time or another

everyone, of not fulfilling its

goals that had been set for it'

children entrusted to its care

function, or failing to achieve the

it is true that schools have indeed failed in

or of failing

for life, work

educational

by just about

adequately to prepare

and society. Perhaps

some of their tasks'

16 Ibid., p" 306.
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but in one aspect public schooJs have not fail-ed. The public school

as an institution has survived, even more remarkably it has survived

undergoing relatively few changes both in sLructure and function.

This is not to say that no changes have occurred: the survíval of the

school had demanded, from time to time, adaptation to existing social-

conditions so as to remain acceptable to society at large. Although

some schools and school districts have at times experimented with

extreme practices, most schools have achieved acceptance often with

only the appearance of change. The culture of the schoof seems to

know that basically the vast majority of society is conservative and

that it is necessary to abide by its wishes rather Èhan the ideas of

relatively few radicals no matter how wetl motivated they might be.

Not only has the public school remained wíthin the cultural

framework, ít has also so entrenched itself in the mind of society

that it is almost inconceivable to think of a modern industrial

society able to function without a public schoof system. This en-

trenchement of the public school system in the mind of society has

been observed by Crewin who states

There are few, if any, major social problems for which explanation
and solutions do not in some v/ay involve the public school--in-
volvemenL that may be direct or indirect, relevant or irrelevant'
Small or large. AfLer all, the argument usually runs' the school
is a reftection of our society as well as the principal vehicle
by which its young are socialized or prepared for life in aduft
society. Therefore, it shoutd not be surprisíng that discussion
of any major social problem--be it violence, drug addiction' sex'
illegitimacy, malnutrition, unemployability, smoking' or social
discrimination--quickly centers on what schools are and what they
should be. L7

Seymour
Change,

B. Sarason, The Culture of the Schoof and the ProbLem ofL7

(Boston: A1lyn and Bacon, 1974) ' P. 7
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In spite of all the pressures and demands placed upon the public

school, the institution has reacted slowly and cautiously, often assuming

the trappíngs of change, while in reality the business of educating the

young went on as before--l-ittle changed from one year to the next. The

conservative attitude, the resistance to change, find their root in the

very nature of the school. The school system is a cultural system. The

people that work in the school system constitute a cultural group that

have established very specific roles and values for themselves. As any

other cultural group the school personnet will resist any attempt to

bring abouL changes in their designated roles. As Seymour B. Sarason

writes in The Culture of the School and the Problem of Chanqe

.,There is nothing unusual in the fact that many of those who com-
prise the school cul-ture do not seek change or react enthusias-
ticatly to it. In this respect, school people are not different
from those who make up any culturatly distinct organization. IB

In addition to the natural resistance to any cultural group to

resist change, one must also take into account that the school personnel

hrere originally attracted to enter the culture of the school precisely

because the roles they would assume appealed to them' It wou1d, there-

fore, be most natural for them to resist any change that would alter

their role within the structure. Thus/ a person attracted to teaching

because the teacher's role was one of authority, would certainty find

it difficult to give up the authoritative role simply because some ex-

pert advocated that the teacher's role should be more permissive and

I8 Ibid., p. 9
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Iess directive.

Further resistance to change in school is motivated by the fact

that most instigators for change are often not directly involved with

the cul-ture of the school and are, therefore, really unable to under-

stand the interaction of rol-es that is part of the school system.

Additionally, the suggestions for changes are often ignored because

the teachefrprincipal' or superintendent cannot see how an idea, al-

though possíbly va1id, could be implemented in the practical day-to-

day running of the school.

The classroom teacher, who so often is viewed as if he or she
is a mechanical- transmitter of change, can frequently be heard
to say about the critic that he had "good" ideas but "bad" or
impractical methods of implementation. Basicatly, the complaint
of the teacher is that the critic really does not know the system
to the degree that he is aware of obstacles and can adopt the
means to deal with them. 19

schools are part of modern society; the primary function of the

public school system is to transmit the cuLture of the society of which

it is part; schools do not make or alter values, they merely reflect

and incuLcate the dominant values of the society at large; thus, in

order for the nature of school to change, there must occur first a

real shift in the larger cufture, a culturat shift profound enough

t,o alter the values held by the members of the society. The original

cause for the modification of the culture can be anything: changing

economic conditions, ne\^7 technologyr political upheaval' etc. As the

L9 Ibid., p. 2L.
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cuftural milieu ís altered, schools necessarily have to adapt so as

to mainLain their status in society. However. schools will also

resist change as they attempt to maintain the long established inter-

nal structure and the roles of the various personnel-. Eventually'

schools will change enough to satisfy the "ne\¡/ society" without under-

going any really radical modification. Real innovation to a school

Sygtem might ogcur when, over a period of yearsr new personnel are

attracted to the school culture--personnel who have the new value

base and different, role expectation.

A theoretical model for change in a school system requires con-

sideration of the following:

t. A change of t,he economic'

tion of a socíety

2. brings about a change in

sociaL, cultural, technological condi-

3. which, in turn, brings about a change

tion about schoof systems in terms of

the school must fulfiIl.

5

6

the values held by the society

the societal expecta-

functions and roles

1n

the

7

Experts propose changes to the schools in terms of curricula,

method of instruction and role of personnel.

School personnel resist change out of self-interest or even

philosophical conviction.

Socíal pressure for change increases usuafly accompanied by in-

creased enrollment in private or visibl-y progressive schools'

School systems sfowly adopt the more visible manifestation of

the new trends in education. If this can be accomplished with
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reduced expenditure of public funds' so much the better.

B. Old teachers retain their old methods wiLhin the new structure.

9. New teachers practise the new meLhodologies.

I0. The new becomes the old--ready for the next cycle.

As a fínal point, it is important to note that a new cycle of

change might bring about almost a return to former systems and method-

ologies. Educational practices tend to move in a spiral fash.ion,

although sometimes the coil- of the spiral is so cl-ose as to seem a

closed círcle.



CHAPTER TII

SOCIAL, ECONOMTC AND PHILOSOPHÏCAL

BACKGROUND OF THE PERTOD

In the introduction, the thesis was advanced that there exists

a rather close relationship between educaLion and socíal conditions,

so thaÈ changes in social conditions are often reflected in changes in

education and educational institutions and practices. This chapler

wiLt briefly outline some of the factors that were effecting North

American socíety in the 60's. It will show how the socio-economic

situation made possible the emergence of a youth culture whose

values and attitudes differed sharply from those held by the pre-

vious generation.

Many of the ideas which shaped the society of the sixties

origínated in the United States but found rapid acceptance in

Canada. Proof of the Canadian acceptance of American ideas can be

found in the popularity of writings of American educators such as

John Holtr Neil Postman, Charles Weingartner, Charles Sil-berman and

many others.

The period between 1965 and 1975 was a period of sociaL experi-

mentaLion in both Canada and the Uníted States. But it was in the

U.S.A. that the conditions which generated the attitudes and philo-

sophies of the 1960s were most sharply apparent. This does not mean

-29-
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that there r^7ere no ínnovative educational ideas in canada; it is just

that the sheer size, boldness, extremism of the United States tends

often to obfuscate the more sedate, cautious canada'

It would be difficuLt to examine events in Canada in isolation.

The socio-economic forces affecting canada during this period were

affecting the entire North American continent and were, ín fact, being

generated to a great degree in the united states. Just as the economic

forces being generated in the tlnited States were affecting the Canadian

economy, so the ideas and phitosophy being generated by the united

States affected Canadian thought.

The period following the end of the second Vüorld !{ar was one of

unp::eCederìL economic prosperity for the North American continent. By

Lg65 | the United States and Canada had achieved an enormous level of

prosperity and every indication pointed to the probability that many

more years of prosperous growth would follow. With the United States

setting the pace, canada seemed to be reaching toward the ultimate

goal: continuous prosperity and economic growth'

In January, Lg66, the Wilnipej F!ge_ Pre'se carried in its f inan-

cial section an aricfe which stated in part that

The period of economic expansion' now nearly
run another five and any recession is likely
shallow, the Economic Council of Canada says
annuaf review. I

5 years o1d, maY

to be short and
in its second

This economic prediction proved correct. The following five years were

indeed very prosperous for the North American continent.

I
"Boom Expected to Run Another 5 Years", w"+n:fipSg-g!.9s=€åe€9, 5 January'

19B 1.
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The contínuing economic boom had begun during the second I'Vorld

War. Geographically removed from the actual war zone, North America

developed a massive industrial complex to provide the allies wíth the

necessary supplies. The large American corporations made fortunes on

government contracts; the very Special war conditions did not only

favour the corporations--the workers, who were producing the goods'

also benefit.ted. At the end of the war' the economic recession' which

many economists expected, did not materialize. A combination of indus-

trial and government policies helped to maintain the economic momentum.

Europe had to be rebuilt, returning soldiers had to be housed. The

industrial- machinery set in motion by the war was redirected to supply

the economic needs of the nation. Well-paid, well-unionized indus-

trial \,'/orkers wanted private homes rather than crowded apartmentsi

Lhe desire for a home began a mass exodus to the suburbs--an exodus

rlacle possible by the fact that, in addition to the home and necessary

appliances, the r^Torkers were also able to afford the automobiles to

bring Lhem back to the city to work. Godfrey Hodgson, in reference

to this continuing boom' wrote

High wages created the demand, and high profit created the busi-
ness confidence necessary for the expansion of construction and

other consumer industries that lead to the boom. 2

Thê,púosperity of the 
.country 

seemed to be obliterating the social

and economic injustices that "used" to exíst during the lean years.

Godfrey Hodgson'
L976), p. 50.

) America in Our Time (New York: Doubleday & Co
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It seemed to the people of the time that American society was getting

more egalitarian; the blue coll-ar worker was being replaced by the

white coll-ar worker: the managers, the clerks, the skil-led techni-

cians. America seemed to be in the process of abolishing class

barriers and became a mostly míddte class society. There existed a

wide-spread hope that abundant production of alt sorts of goods made

possíble by the technological advances' would guarantee that all

citizens would share in the national well-being' possibly not equally:

but the sheer quantíty of material goods made it seem írrelevant that

some might get a bigger share of the national wealth. The ideology

of the period based on the apparenL, visible conditions of the time

was summarized by GodfreY Hodgson:

I. The American free enterprise system is different from the old
capitalism. It is democratic. It creates aloundance. It has
revoluntionary potential for social justice.
2. Ttie key to this potential is production: specifically' in-
creased productíont ot economic growth. This makes it possible
to meet peoptetS needs out of incremental resources. Social con-
flict over resources between classes (which Marx calls the "loco-
motive of history") therefore, becomes obsolete and unnecessary. 3

North America had become a modern industrial society. The con-

tinuing economic growth, the enormous production of goods and services

demanded or expected by the population could only be sustained by the

development of huge, self-containedf enormously powerful corporations.

The independent grocery store had to give way to the national and

3 Ibid., p. 76"
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international food chains such as Safeway, Loblaws and Dominion. The

smal-l oil producer, pumping away a few barrels from his own two or

three well-s had been absorbed, lor the most partr by Shell' Dome Petro-

leum, Gulf Oil. Companies such as Ford, General Motors, Bel1' IT&T'

Edison Electric had grovrn from prívately owned companies to public

companies whose shares \¡/ere purchased by a multitude of small- inves-

tors.

The development of multinational corporations brought with it

not only an increase in wealth for the nation as a whole ' but also

created what amounted to a ne\^/ social order. Po\^Ier to make decisions

passed from the consumer and the citizens to the industrial bureau-

cracies that led and controlLed the large corporations-

Previous to the advent of the "corporation", North America

glorified the individual, the pioneer who single-handedly brought

about reforms, opened frontiers, made himself wealthy. Anyone' if he

worked hard, could attain whatever he desired...or so the North Ameri-

can legend led people to believe.

The legend, the dream still exist, fírm1y imbedded in the l{orth

American psyche. Unfortunately, the reality is quite different. "It

is not to individuals but to organizations that po\,rer in the business

enterprise and power in Lhe society has passed".4

Early industrial socieLy controlled, through the mechanism of

supply and demand, the production of specific goods and services.

John Kenneth Galbraith, The New Industrial State, 2d ed., rev.4

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.' 197I)' p. 59.
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At t,ímes the state would interfere in the free enterprise market to

bring change'. needed for the good of society as a whole; but in most

cases, the consumer dictated what should be produced. The advent of

the large corporation changed all this. A large corporation simply

cannot be subject to the whims of a consumer. The continuing exist-

ence of the corporation as a viable economic entity depends upon know-

ing well in advance, often years in advance, what the consumer will buy'

at what price and in what quantities. Thus, the corporation has learned

to control both what will be produced and what the item wilf cost. The

tools of control are advertising and outright economic power. The

advertising techniques mould pubtic desires; the economic power con-

trols, at times, the government it.sel-f . t{it.hin the new industrial

state, both the individual's goals and national goals are subservient

to the goals of the corPoration.

The goals of Lhe corporation are profit and the continuation

of its existence. The control of the corporation is in the hands of

a vast body of technocrats. The day seems past when a single tycoon

of industry could make all- the necessary decisions; the corporations

are too complex for any one individual to be aware and knowledgeable

enough to make decisions on his own. Corporate decisions' such as

the ítems to be producedn time frame of marketing and costr are made

by teams of experts--all- of them trained in some particular skilL or

knowledgeable in some particular area. Thus, the marketing team

studies the desirablility of producing a certain product while the
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engineering team works to see if the product can be produced at all

within the cost parameter set by the economic team. At any point in

the decision process, a team might decide that the production of such

an item is not feasibLe or is too expensive or not saleabl-e, and the

product is not produced.

The modern corporation, run by the technocrats, needs highly-

skil-led, well-trained, well-educated personnel. It is in the best in-

terest of the corporations to encourage and support educational insti-

tutions--especially those which cater to the scientific and technologi-

ca1 study.

The modern industrial state is highly dependent on large corpora-

tions. Often nartional economic survival is predicated on maintainingt

and atLracting within its national boundaryt a number of economically

healthy corporate plants. It is, therefore, in the best interest of

the industriaL nation Lo encourage the development of centres of higher

learning and to faciLitate the acquisition of a good education among

its population, thus creating a pool of skilled personnel- from which

the large corporation can draw.

Parallel to the rise of the corporation and the continuíng eco-

nomic progress of the nation, one aLso sees, following the second

World l,{ar, an enormous increase in the student population in North

America. In the United States, the high school student population in

the I900s was fewer than 5201000; by 1959, that. number had risen to

81485,000 and by L967, the number was l-3 ,647 1000.5

q
Ibid., p. 285.
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In Canada, the Economic Council of Canada reported in 1970 that

Full-time enroLment in post-secondary education is currently about
% miltion compared with 1651000 a decade ago and 90'000 two decades
ago. In other words, most of the increase in posL-secondary educa-
tion enrolment took place during the f960's. 6

The national weal-th, combined with the increased need of the corporations

and aided by a sympathetic government, encouraged more and more young

people to remain in school for a longer period of time. This rather large

student population had the leisure time to think, idealize and often

fantasize about the status of modern society and the quality of life.

As we have seen, the decade that began in 1965 v¡as a period of

great economic wealth: a period of economic growth that had started during

the second world war and was maintained by a combination of both internal-

and external factors. Tt \,tas also a period of great social unrest.

Unfortunately, within the midst of relatively wealthy middle class

America there existed a large section of the population that was not

benefitting from the abundance of goods and services available. The

black poputation of the United States were in a militant mood. They

were facing legal segregation in the southern states and illegal, âf-

though very actual, segregation in the northern states. In addition to

being legally and i11egalIy second class citizens, the blacks were al-so

economically poorer as a group than the whites. "That the cleavage is,

above all, racial shows clearly in the United States, where the poor are

predominantly Negro" . 
7

6Canada, Economic Council of Canada, "Patterns of Growth"r SS-Ye¡!þ
Annual Review , L970, p. 55.

Peter F.
1968), p.

Drucker, The7

109.
of Disc t uit (New York: Harper and Row'
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The btacks in the 1960s were more and more insistently asking to

be granted the equality for which the civil war had supposedly been

fought.

By demanding that in theory the national creed ought to allow them

--equality--blacks had reveated the inconsistency between the eqali-
tarian ideals of the American creed and the inequatity of the actual
conditions of bl-ack people in American society. But not only that.
The black revolt tûIas changing as it spread and as the events of the
summer of 1963 dramatized the issues. Now the demand was not just
for legal equality, which was withheld only in the Deep south; it was

for social and economic equality everywhere. 8

Thus, the social- unrest was al-most a natural by-product of the very

obvious contradictions that existed in American society. On one hand'

the economic míddle class enjoyed a comfortable, orderly life, symbolized

by the home in a suburb, the two-car garage, almost guaranteed employment

and the steak barbecue in the back yard on weekends. On the other hand'

away from the sheltering enclaves of suburbia, Ameríca was dominated by

racism, pollution and discrimination.

America was a paradox: a country dedicated to equality and justice'

which harboured discrimination and injustice; a country powerful and

wealthy, which allowed a large percentage of its citizens to l-ive below

the poverty line in the rat-infested tenements of New York' Chicage and

the other large urban centres.

The contradictíons and paradoxes of America have always existed'

but at this time, a ne\^z group of people \^/as emerging in America. The

students of the nation--wealthy, educated, idealistic were not happy with

o
Hodgson, America ín our Time r p. 159.
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the contradictions they saw and many of them set out to change the status

quo. One must keep in mind at. this time that a gulf of experience and

attitudes existed between the parents and children. The parents, moulded

by a psychology born of the economic depression, \,/ere goal-oriented'

security conscious, very much afraid--afraid of losing what they had ')

worked hard to achieve.

It was not a case of selfish calLousness which prevented the par-

ents from seeing t.he plight of the underprívileged. The typical American

was, and is, generous to a fauft--one only has to look at the large num-

ber of charitable and medical organizations totally supported by dona-

tions to recognize American generosity. The curious bl-indness to the

American paradox was due to a mental attitude which put the blame for

failure on the shouLders of the person who fail-ed and not on outside

forces. Thus, according to this attitude, the blacks remained in the

urban ghettos because they, blacks eit,her actually liked living there

or simply lacked, because of a typical character flaw shared by the

black race, enough mental fortitude, dedication to work and moral fibre

to work theír way out of their situation. The poor unemployed whites'

of course, stayed poor because they were too lazy and undisciplined to

fínd a job and stick to it.

The post-depression, post-second world war children had never ex-

perienced anything but affluence. This group assumed that economic well

being was a right, not something one had to earn. They were not afraid

of losing their comfortable position because they really had no emotional
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,.a\dareness of what it meant to be job'Iess and poor. Brounght up in a

permissive environment, in which little was ever denied, the children

developed inLo rather self-centered, self-involved young adults often

quite incapable of tolerating frustration. The combination of wealth,

leisure, education, and a self-centered, indulged, idealistic, large

group of young people proved explosive.

The relatively peaceful existence of America was shattered by the

angry protestations of young peopl-e everywhere. The universities and

other eduaational institutions in the nation becarne not only the target

of, but the centre from which waves of social unrest spread out. The

wide-spread unrest and the attacks on the centre of power were discussed

by Peter F. Drucker i

that

n The Age of Discontinuitv in which he poínts out

ThiS general dissent of "cosmic scope" as one writer haS put it,
see¡lìs to }rave grown out of a general malaiSe and disenchantment
With the conditions of modern life. It saw people comparing the
ideai of America with the reality, anC finding the comparison
d istasteful "

It saw some people attempting to achieve an ideal overnight, for-
getting that instant Utopía has forever el-uded mankind. Some dis-
senters decided to escape the bonds of society, either in a dream-
l-and of drugs or by creatirrg some separate and different community.
Most, however, $/ere determined to attack the seat of power to compel
changes of policy and improvement of conditions. 9

The originat causes for Èhe dissent were the racial problems and

the American involvement in Lhe war in Vietnam. However, in a period of

a few years both these causes receded in importance and were replaced with

James N. Holmt
p. 34.

9 Dimension of Dissent (Maine: J" Weston V,Ialsh, 1975) '
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one overwhelming issue. The youth of North America were clamouring for

the "right" to dissent--the right to speak freely and disagree without

consequences from the political, reÌigious and educational authorities.

They wanted the right not to accept the customs and traditions of the

time--they wanted to create their own morality and often their own

social system, Furthermore, it is ínteresting to note that the student

activists of Lhat period challenged the authority of all institutions so

that as Drucker makes cl-ear

Today's student "activists" are against organization and its auLhor-
ity in any form or shape. Above all, they oppose what used Lo be
considered the "good guys" among organizations, university, and
government. l0

The youth of North America seemed to go through' or experience, a

dramatic cul-tural shift--a shift at least partly caused by the wealth of

the technically advanced society. llhereas the former generation, moulded

by economic depression and war, was goal-oriented and security conscious,

the generation that was maturing in f965 was looking not for economic or

social goals but for an identity. The young people wanted a sense of

being important in themselves, not important because of what they had

achieved or would eventually achíeve.

The youth of the middle f960's rejected the hierarchical order

established by the previous generation--an order that decreed it was

only after having achieved a goal and secured a modicum of success that

; ;,lr i ¡r;Ttlrliliiil/
,' I gliiii I ii.¡.i !.t¡-r

'iiiilll\lìirrlit

10Drueker, The eofD t inu it ¡ p. 243.
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one should seek one's own intrinsic identity. The young people saw that

a1t too often the identity was inextricably tied to the economic and

social functions of the person. In the Identity Society, lr7illiam Glasser

explained the position taken by the youLh of the time.

The young say that this traditional order ís inhuman and degrading.
They maint,ain that our identity is as basic as our humanity; therefore,
we shoul-d reject goals that do not immediately and directly reinforce
our basic human roles. Seeing little value in power or property for
its own sake, they believe that power, property and technology should
support and reinforce people and their roles as human being. 11

The post-WorLd lirlar II America had spawned a ne\¡r generation-a generation

who, rather than adopting the values, the traditions, the culture of

their elders, had proceeded to create its own cuLture. Blost cultures

are in a constant process of change, new sets of values and attitudes

replacing the old, but normally there exists a continuing trend between

the otd and the new. In the case of the mass culture of the youth of

the 1960s, the trend did not seem to exist. The new culture and the

youth of the period had long before refused to condone the perceived

hypocrisy of their elders. The concept that what developed among the

youth of the sixties was a culture vras supported by Drucker who, as we

read in the followíng quotation, accepted the name Roszak had assigned

to this new phenomenon.

It was not until near the end of the decade that the historian
Theodore Roszak suggested Lhe most satisfactory name for the whole
complex of new patterns of behavíour and belief. 'rlt would hardly
seem an exaggerationr" Roszak wrote, "to call- what we see arising
among the young a tcounter cult.uret: meaning, a culture so radically

f1
W ill-iam Glasser,

. 4L.
Harper & Row t L969) ,

p
The Ïdentity Society (New York:
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disaffiliated from the main stream assumpLions of our society that
it scarcely looks to many as a culture at all' but takes on the
alarming appeárance of a barbarian intrusion. L2

In the decade after L965, there existed in North America a state

of conflict noL only between one generation and another ' but more pre-

cisely between one cufture and another. Although many institutions came

under the atLack of the young members of the "Counter culture", those

institutions whích dealt with education were the ones most often blamed

and criticized by both the young and the old.

The educational institutions set up to deal with one set of

cultural biases and needs found themselves unable to cope with the

demands of the new mass culture that pervaded North America. An ever-

increasing number of young people found themselves at odds wiLh the

educatíonal- institutions which seemed unwilling, and more often in-

capable, of coping with their demands and felt needs. The young people's

response vras anger--anger that manifested itself in mass protests' sit-

ins and often viol-ent, destructive demonstrations. Many young people

simply dropped out of schools, their families, and often did their best

to drop out of society. The economic conditions which generated the

hedonistic, self-involved youth, also made it possible for this same

group to drop out from the main stream of economic life. The socíety

of the period was, in fact, wealthy enough to support, at least for a

while, its many non-productive members.

The educational institutions of the times found themsel-ves criti-

L2Hodgson, Ansrica in 9ur Time' p. 3r0.
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cized by the youth and by their el-ders. The young people felt that the

schools were not futfilling their needs, while the older members of soc-

iety felt that schools had faiLed in their prime function of socialízíng

the young. The educational institutions were under great pressure to

change and become more responsive to the times. Obviously, a goal-oriented

schooL sysLem was not in keeping with the new "Identity Society". Spurred

by the unrest, the educators of the time sought to find ways of satis-

fying the needs of the young rebels and the needs of society.



CHAPTER IV

THE TEMPERS OF THE TIME

This chapLer will attempt to show how the special political and

economic circumstances that were present in North America between 1965

and 1975, especially in the United States, caused the youth of the

nation to revolt against the perceived social and economic inequalities

of the period, This chapter will atso show how the educational institu-

tions became the focus of crit.ícism for both. the students and the general

public. "Alternative", "innovativeI educational systems were proposed

to replace lhe methodologies and philosophies of education Èhat were

þeing criticized. The new educational systems promised to fulfill the

demancls of the rebellious students and hinted of the pcssibility that,

in the long run, it would help ,eliminate the perceived social inequal-

ities.

As shown in Chapter II, in i955, North American society had re-

jected progressive education with its humanistic, child-centered. educa-

tional philosophy, and had adopted a strongly subject-centered, academ-

ically-oriented direction. Fear of falting behind in the lechnological

race with the rest of the industrialized nations, especially the U.S.S.R.'

had prompted North Americans to demand that schools return to a rnore con-

-44
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tent-oriented, structured education for the chil-dren of the nation'

In the sixties, the educational pendulum began once again to swing

toward affective rather than cognitive education. The swing away from

the progressive movement in education in vogue between l-920 and 1955

was generated by fear of losing economic and technological advantages on

the international scene and was promoted by established politícal leaders.

The movement toward affective education and various sorts of concomitant

experimentation were dictated to some extent by the need to cater to the:

Lurbulent, politically aware and powerful youth of the period. As

Michael w. Miles Points out in the Radical Probe: The Loqic of Student

Rebellion the role of students in a social movement had changed during

the sixties.

Historicatly, the sLudents and intellectuals are notoríously the
dangerous classes....Fortuna.te,Iy: Gor, the old oùder, however:, they
were also few in numbers; they were potential vanguards for other
social forces or mainly symptoms of social malfunctionr rather
than threats in themselves. The unique feature of modern society
is that it requires an entire class of educated peopte which is
capable of producing bona fide mass movements. I

Students of the sixties v¡ere in a state of revolt against all

forms of authority. They contended that the authority that rested in

the hands of the members of the previous generation had not been used

wisely or jltstly. The issues facing the students of the sixties \^/ere

many. A commentator of the period, Jean-Francois Revel' listed these

issues he felt were of major significance at the time.

ll¿ichuel 
v'7. Miles, The Radical Probe: The Loqic of Student Rebellion

(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, i-97J-), p. 106.
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The 'hotr issues in American's insurrection against itself'
numerous as they are, form a cohesive and coherent whole within
which no one issue can be separated from the other. These issues
are as follows: a radically ne\^¡ approach to moral val-ues; the
black revolt; the feminist attack on mascul-ine domination; the
rejection of young people of exclusively economic and technical
social goals; the general adoption of non-coercive methods in
education; the acceptance of the guilt for poverty; the growing
demand for equality; the rejection of an authoritarian cuLture.

Obviously, the most immediate targets of students' revol-t were

the centers of learning--in the beginning the universities, Iater, as

the movement gained momentum, the high school-s became invol-ved.

The 1965 North Ameríca was on the verge of a political- revolu-

tion; it, was also on the verge of a culturaL revolution. The politi-

cal- unrest that seemed to be sweeping the industrialized world found

its strongest and most vocal expression in North America.

It is, perhaps, interesting to note that some European h¡riters

were avTare, even before the Americans¡ that an insurrection was taking

place. Jean-Francois Revel, a columnist for the French newspaper,

L'ExpreFs, identified five conditions which are prerequisite for'a

revoLution:

There must be a critique of the injustice existing in econo-
míc, social and racial relationships.

There must be a critique of management, directed against
the waste of material and human resources...

3. There must be a

2

I

)

4. There must be a

of political power.

of culture: of morality,

cr itique

cr itique
accepted beliefs, customs, philosophy, literature,

5. There must be a critique of the ol-d civilization, as sanction,

religion,
art...

Without Marx or Jesus: The New Amer ican Revolu-Jean-Francois
tion Has Begun

Revel,2

(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, I97l-), p. 200.
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or a vindication of individual freedom... 3

By 1970, all the above prerequisites were abundantly evident on

the North American continent. Al-though some critiques of Èhe status

quo \Á/ere conducted at a somewhat physical l-evel with sit-ins, demon-

strations, drop-outs, the occasional- bombing and act of vandalism'

most of the criticisms were expressed through the printing press.

It is important to understand here that never before in history

had there been such a large líterate group of revolutionaries. In

spite of all their criticisms of the educational system, student act-

ivists were deeply aware that the written word was probably the most

far reaching tool they had to bring about a change in the social

structure. Students had also been brought up to assume that all they

wanted to know was rrritten in some book somewhere. Typically' when

information hras not available, students proceeded to prepare and dis-

tribute their own, as in the case of the organizerrs Manual published

in 1971 by Bantam Books. The organizer's Manual is a compendium of all

the strategies, technigues and precautions one shoul-d take to organize

and carry through a successful demonstration. The book is dedicaLed "To

all those who wíII make a better revolution than Ì,re can prescribe".4

Underground presses operated by students published pamphlets,

ne\¡¡spapers and books vehemently criticizing the authoritarian society

in which they lived.

3 Ibid., p. I].
4O.I4. Collective, @ (New York: Bantam Books,
I97I) .
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Students of the sixties were definitely in the forefront as

agitators for a reform of society; it would be fallacious, however,

to assume that they stood alone. Both in politics and in eclucation,

the youth found ample support from members of the establishment. And

whereas the student movement and protestation could, at times, be dis-

missed as the usuaL unrest of any ne\¡J generation, their support by

established professionals could not be so easily ignored.

That America was in a state of unrest was evident to all who

folLowed the news report.s. Society blamed the unrest on the activism

of a revolutionary fringe. The involvement of the large number of

students who took part in various demonstrations was rationalized'

according to Miles, by the development of the fol-lowing theory.

The official- theory of the dynamics of student rebellÍon--elite
manipulation--runs like this: a hard core of student radicals
decides to move against the university--since they are revolu-
tionary nihilists, these hard-core radicals despise reforms in
university poJ-icy or structure, but use these issues as pretexts
to mobilize student moderates, who are young idealísts genuinely
concerned about such matters (and therefore, should be listened
to and not alienated by faculty and administration). 5

Supporters of the student movement saw the student rebeLfion as

a logical consequence of the crises in which society found itself--a

social crisis which according Lo Charles A. Reich, had been created by:

Disorder,

Pover ty,

corruption, hypocrisy, war. . .

distorted priorities, and law-making by private

I

2

5Mires, The Radical Probe, p. 3
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power. . .

Uncontrolled technology and the destruction of environment. ..

Decline of democracy and liberty, powerlessness...

The artificiality of work and cul-ture...

Absence of community.. .

Loss of self. Of al-l the forms of improverishment than can be
seen or felt in America, loss of self, or death in life, is
surely the most devastating. It is, even more than the draft
and the Vietman war, the source of discontent and rage in the
new generation. 6

Along wit,h viewing the student rebel-Lion as a logical consequence

of the existing socio-political situation, supporters saw the student

radicals, the hippies, the young intel-l-ectua.l-s, not as the producers

of the crisis but indeed as the prophets of a new order to come.

Theirs would be the task to lead the industriaL world out of the morass

in which it found itself. Reich, a strong supporter of the youth move-

ment of the sixties, envisioned that

The task of the ne\^r generation is to see the humanity in all men,
and to work for the renewal, Lhe rebirth, the return to 1ife, of
all men. The new generation must bridge the gap that separates
parents from children, and the still greater gaps that separate
worker from student, white-coll-ar professionals from those who
are young and liberated. 7

tvlany felt that if a change had t,o come to North American society,

the impetus for the change shoul-d logically come and in fact had al-

ready begun, within the educational system--an educational system that

6Charl-es A.
1970) , p. 6

Reich, The Greening of America

3

4

5

6

7

7 Ibid. , p. 297.

(New York: Random House,
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had obviously failed to create a docil-e, industrially-oriented popula-

tion on one hand, and also had obviously failed in the past to "right

the wrongs", the inequatities, that existed in the modern industrial

state.

Critics and Reformers

During the sixties a number of educators believed that the educa-

tional system had become an insular, self-perpetuating instítution un-

able to respond adequately to changing needs of the public it purported

to serve. tr{riters such as Ivan 1llich, Everett, Reimer, Neil Postman'

Weingartner, John Holt and others, looked at the schools and felt that

the schools were failing in theír job of educating the young into be-

coming welt-adjusted members of society.

Some writers believed that only a relatively narrow segment of

the total popuì-ation, the middle class, seemed to derive any benefit

from the schools. fhis view was supported by Charl-es E. Silberman who

wrote in Crisis in the Cl-assroom

The public school never had done much of a job of educating
youngsters from the lower classes or from immigrant homes.
one thing, as La\^¡rence A. Cremin has'pointed ou't, we have
greatly exaggerat.ed the "commonness" of the cornmon school,
has always been essentially a middle cLass or upper middle
institution. B

For

which
class

Thus, the inequality of North American society began in the institu-

Charles E. Silberman,
House, I97L), p. 54.

(] Crisis in the Classroom (New York: Random
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tions which \,,/ere supposed to be the equalizers in a democratic "equal

opportunity" society. Furthermore, Postman and Weingartner decLare

in Teaching as a Subversive Activity

At present, the conventional school- is a hostile place, especially
to urban "disadvanLaged" children. They do not fearn what the
school sgtrzs ít "teaches", and they drop out--or are thrown out--
of it as soon as they reach an age where this is legally possible. 9

One must not assume, from the previous statementsr Lhat the

school-s and teachers within the schools del-iberately set out to ex-

cl-ude the lower socio-economic classes from their educational system.

Teachers and administrators did, in fact, do the best they could,

given the very nature of the schooL system and their own innate biases.

Often the failure of the school-s to succeed with a specific class of

people was rationalized by assuming that given the cultural background,

the poverty, lack of educational- stimulus in the formative years,

children from the Lower cfasses began school with a handícap which

prevented them from achieving beyond a restricted level. This ration-

al-ization was clearly expressed by Carl- J. Dol-ce in the following

statement which \Áras pa rt of an article in Saturday Review of Januar Yt

1969.

A victim of his environment, the ghetto child begins his school
career, psychologically, social1y, and physically disadvantaged.
He is oriented to the present rather than the future, to immediate
needs rather than delayed gratification' to the concrete rather
than the abstract. He is often handicapped by limited verbal
skills, low self-esLeem, and a stunted drive toward achievement. 10

9Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner,
(New York: DeIlt 1969) | p. 155.

Teachinq as a Subvers 1Ve Ac tivitv

lOcarl.l. Dolcer "The Tnner City - A Superintendent's View", Saturday
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school did not, however, merely fail in educating a segment of

the population; in the view of some educators, schools had reached a

dead end and were detrimental to the psychological well-being of all

students-*and were, moreover, detrimental to society itself. Reimer

claims that

No chitd, however, fails to learn from school-. Those who never
get in, :learn that the good things in life are not for them.
Those who drop out early, learn that they do not deserve the
good things of life. 11

As for the student from a good

more or less successfullyr John Holtt

background who made ít to schooL

of The Underachiev 1nq

Schoo], states he finds an environment

the author

in which

...he learns that he is worthless, untrustworthy, fit only to
take other people's orders, a blank sheet for other people to
write on. L2

In addition to schools being dangerous to children who in one

way or another are damaged by them, it was also argued by Reimer

that the financial maintenance of the educational system was set up

so that escalating costs of education were a burden carried by the

needy for the benefit of the wealthy

Schools are an almost perfect regressive form of taxation, paid
for by the poor to benefit the rich...school-s constitute a re-

Review, 11 JanuarY, L969, P. 36,
the Victim, rev. ed. (New York:

cited by William Ryan' ÞfgiÅg
Random House I 1976), P. 34.

rluu.
p.

rett Reimer,
2r.

School- is Dead (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, I97L\ |

I2John Holt, The Underach ]-evlnq School (New York: DefI I 1969) ' P. 18
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gressive tax because the privileged go to school longer and
because costs increase with the level of schooling--graduate
schools , f.or example, provide by far the highest student sub-
sidies not only in relative but also in absolute terms. Grad-
uate students corne largely from the upper income level of the
society. 13

One of the strongest critics of the public school system was

Ivan Illich. In his introduction to Deschooling Society , he states,

In these essays, I will show that the institutionalization of
values l-eads inevitably to physical pollution, social polariza-
t.ion and psychological impotence, three dimensions in a process
of global degradation and modernized misery. 14

In the text of the book, Illich goes on to suggest alternatives

to the educational system--alternatives which did away with schools

and formal education altogether.

The extremism of lllich was counterpointed by more moderate but

equally adamant educators who, although seeming generally to favour

retenLion of schools, recommended drastic changes in the method of

teaching and in the way of dealing with pupils. Such a one observed,

We live today in a world marked by accelerating technology and
social- changes, by increasing complexity and uncertainty. fn
such an environment educationaL procedures developed during an
era of relative stability and certainty are no longer able to
provide the student with the skills he needs to exist effect-
ively in contemporary society. 15

Having denounced schools as bad places, critics of the educa-

tional systems began analyzing what it was that made school-s unsuit-

74 Ivan I11ich,
p.1.

Pes-chps,l:i.ng Ðqciety (New York: Harper and Row, 1972),

Harol-d M. Schroeder, Marvin Karlins and Jacqueline Phares, Education
t5

for Freedom (Toronto: John Wiley, 1973), p. 6.
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able for the task which had been assigned them, radical and not so

radical writers began producing their own formulas for solving the

problems.

Methods and philosophies of education advocated by each of the

educational writers were varied and multitudinous. However, shorn of

the verbiage, polemic and political bias which obfuscated some of the

writing, a common philosophical trend emerged. In the introduction

to Radical School Reform Crit ique and AIte rnatives the editor '

Cornelius J. Troost, compiled the followíng points as the beliefs

and attitudes prevalent among the radical educational writers of the

seventies.

American School-S are moribund, repressive, authoritarian
places.

children are bored and unhappy with their educational ex-
per iences.

3. Education today is irrelevant and outmoded.

children are naturally good--if left to their own devices,
they will grow to be virtuous' self-actualizing beings.

The objectives of education should be derived from the needs
of the learners.

Egalitarian values should permeate the curriculum.

Humanistic personal values should prevail: self-respect'
self-reliance' personal freedom, self-fulfillment.

The teacher must be non-directive and non-judgmental.

Honesty, fairness, moral rectitude (character) ' and high
intellectual achievement are less important than private
choice I gregariousness' and moral relaLivity.

Knowledge, especially factual knowledge'
because it evolves at too fast a rate.

I

2

4

5

6

1

R

9

10 is undependable
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11. "Learning how to learn" must be the principal cognitive
goal of education.

L2. Classroom decisions should follow democratic procedures.

t3. Feelings and emotions are more important than intellectual
skill and knowledge.

l-4. Peer motivation is preferred to any other type. 16

Acceptance of such beliefs logicaÌty implied advocatíng specific

methodological¡ ctJrticular and administrative changes in the schools.

Consequently, some critics felt that schools should encourage children

to participate in the running of the school and be given a voice in

the selection of the curriculum to be taught. In School-s Vüithout

E_q!luËe., Glasser advocated student involvement in scholastic matter,

Chitdren should have a voice in det,ermining both the curriculum
and the rules of their school. Democracy is best learned by
living it! Chífdren who attend a school in which they are asked
to take some responsibility for the curriculum and rules discover
democracy... L7

Grades and exanrinations were seen as harmful- to students since

such procedures placed them in competition against others rather than

against themselves. Furthermore, it was fett that most testing simply

trained students to parrot required responses rather than allowing

them to develop índependent solutíon to problems. Additionally'

usíng academic achievement to determine personal worth placed enor-

mous psychological pressure on those students who could maintain

the requiredstandards, and was devastating to those students who did

L6Cornelius J. Troostt Radical School- Reform¿ Critiques and AIter-
nat_i_vge (Boston: Líttl-e' Brown, L973) ' P. 6.

Wifliarn Glasser,
1969), p. 37.

T7 Schools VÍithout Failures (New York: llarper and Row,
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not have the required attitudes, qualities or background to succeed

in such a school system.

Although grades purport to raise academic standards, there is
good evídence that just the opposite is true. 18

While grades prove little as to what has been learned, the need for

to Holtgood grades creates pressures, and according

V,lhat are the effects of these pressures? They are many--and aLl-
harmful. They create in young children an exaggerated concern
with getting right answers and avoiding mistakes; they drive
them into defensive strategies of learning and behavior that
choke off their intell-ectual powers and make real learníng all
but ímpossible. I9

It was believed by many educators that a child left on his

own woul-d know what he had to, or wanted to, l-earn at any particular

moment, and do whatever necessary to l-earn it. To place a greater

responsibility for l-earning and decision-making on the student, im-

plied a definite role change for the teacher. No longer required

as a dispenser of discipline and/or knowledge, the teacher's primary

function would be as provider of necessary human and physical re-

sources. The Vermont Department of Education made it quite c1ear,

as shown in the following statement, that it had adopted the new,

non-traditional role for its teachers,

The role of the teacher must not be one of an imparter of know-

18 Ibid., p. 65.

Holt, The Underachievin19
cf School- )ot l!. Je.
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ledge, someone who knows all the answers and is never \¡/rong, but
rather one who possesses those skills necessary to establish an
appropriate learning climate, both in atmosphere as well as
equipment and materiaL. 20

The philosophical attitude that the child should be free to

choose what to study as his interests are aroused, and the changed

role of the teacher also demanded an actual restructuring of the

school day, the physical aspect of the classroom and indeed the

school- building itself. obviousJ-y, if a child is to pursue his in-

terests as the spirit moves him, then his school day should not be

regulated by specific Lime-tabled periods marked by disturbing be1ls.

Rather than ordered rows of desks focusing attention on the teacher,

the classroom should be divided into learning centres--sections of

classroom in which materials specific to certain subjects or areas

of interest woul-d be placed so that a child would know where speci-

f ic resources to explore his interests woul-d be l-ocated. LogicatJ-y,

a child should not be limited to his own classroom, but be free to

folrow his quest for knowledge wherever it might l-ead within the

school- or even outside the boundary of the schoo] and in Lhe com-

munity. David A. Armington describes some of the characteristics

of a modern, innovative school,

Although it is dífficult to know what a child is l-earning at any
momentr one can describe some of the characteristics of a good
classroom for young children in which good learning is likely to
occur. Here is a partial list.

20'"Vermont Department of Education,
in Open Educ ation: A Source Book

"Vermont Design
for Parents and

for Education",
Teachers , ed.

B. Nyquist and Gene R. Hawes (New york:
p. 58.

Bantam Books, L972) ,
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I There is a rich environment of materiaLs for children to
explore and there are abundant opportunities for learning
through exper ience. . .

3. With guidance from the teacher chil_dren plan their own
activities drawing from a range of rel-evant choices.

4 Each chil-d is free to explore an interest deeply and is also
free to disengage when an activity no longer seems appropriate...

There is minimum dicLation by a clock. A flexible schedule
permits chil-dren to learn according to their individual rhythms
of engagement and disengagement...

11. The teacher serves in a supportive rather than a dictatic
role, guiding the children provisioning and structuring
the environment. 2L

As previously mentioned, the avante

sixties felt the restrictive environment

garde educators of the

of a school should. whenever

possible and practical, be abandoned in favour of pursuing education

outside the walls of the institute of learning. Conversely, the

community should be allowed into the school not as barely tolerated

visitors, but as ful-l participants in the educational process.

Some educators and community leaders fel_t that schooLs and

teachers in an attempt, perhaps, to achieve professional status, had

become so far removed from the community, whose children it attempted

to educate, that it had become an alien place unable to understand or

serve the communíty. The obvious solution to this estrangement was

to open the school- doors to volunteers; to delegate some of the de-

cision-making as to curricul-um development and teacher selection to

representatives of the general public, actively to seek the help of

2fourrid A. Armington, 'tA Plan for Continuing Growth,,,

7

A Source Book for Parents and Teachers, p. 69.
in Open Education:
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parents to motivate

abte in any societal

the chil-dren.

the children; to

group to augment

Thus one of the major trends in the

to involve the community in the running of

of the children. As Loren Lind points out

use the myriad of skills avail-

and enrich the education of

Iate sixties was the attempt

the school and the education

in The ._Case_Jsr_le!rugily

Control- of the Schools f

Community control of education is a process whereby parents,
teachers and students in a local community woul-d set the policy
for their school. Their involvement would be participatory
rather than merely representative--they would be able to tackl-e
educational issues on a community basis and come to a decision
in an authentic educative fashion. Out of this involvement,
people would learn how they feel about their school--what they
expected of it and what they are willing to give. 22

Community involvement, free movement of children from learning

area to J-earning area, and new teaching strategies required the develop-

ment of a new type of physical structure for the school building.

Obviously, a typical school with rows of classrooms, with doors

closing on long, empty corridors, did not create a wel-coming setting

for visiting parents nor facilitate the unstrúctured movement of

children.

Different architectural structures were devised to accommodate

the new methodologies developed in response to the new philosophies.

Open education lead naturally to open cl-assrooms and eventually to

open area schools. The prime requirement of a school structure de-

Loren Lind,
Must Schools

"The Case for Community Control of the Schools", in
Fail: The Growing Debate ín Canadian Education ed.

1972) |
,

Nial Byrne and Jack Quarter (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,
p. 169.

2)
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signed to accommodate the innovative methodologies was flexibility.

The building had to be able to accornmodate bot,h large groupings of

students, as when the approach called for team teaching, and very

smarl groups when independent study or tutorial-s were to be imple-

mented. The space needs of the school- building designed for t.he

educators of the sixties would have to have, according Lo Ronard

Gross and Judith Murphy,

Expansible space, that can allow for ordered growth; convertible
space, that can be economically adapted to program changes;
versatile space, that serves many functionsi and marleable spaÇe,
that can be changed at once and at will-. 23

The open area school seemed to fuLfill the need for flexibility.

The open area school is a school built without internal fixed walls

and, of course, no specific classrooms, within the open area schoor,

specific areas couLd be defined as fulfirring special functions as

the need arose, using mobile partitions or loy simply declaring that

a particular corner should be used, lor example, as a "guiet" area

for reading, while another area would be defined and used for large

group discussions.

This chapter has attempted to show the prevailing concepts

advocated by some of the innovative educators of the síxties and

seventies. As shown, the trend was tov¡ard humanistic education,

based on the assumption that a child, given the proper environment,

would be a sel-f-motivated "eager l-earner,'.

Ronald
tur a1

Gross and Judith Murphy, Educat L Chanqes and Architec-
23

1968), p. 15.
ences (New York: Educational_ Facil-ities Laboratories,
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The educational- concepts proposed by the innovative educators

in the sixties were very similar to the ideas expounded by "progressive',

educators in the decades between the twent.ies and fifties.

The progressive educators bel-ieved that a child should be allowed

to fol-l-ow his/her own interests with a teacher acting as a guide and

facilitator; they also bel-ieved that the division of subject matter

into discrebe segments such as history, language arts, mathematics,

sciences, etc., should be abandoned in favor of an integrated curri-

cuLum--a curriculum based on the childrs interest" Generally, pro-

gressive educators believed that schools should prepare students for

life within a social setting. As it can be seen in the foltowing

quotation taken from Stephen Dugganrs A Studentrs Textbook in the

Histor of Education , there seem to be some attitudinal simil_arities

between the educationar goals of the "progressive" educators of the

forties and the "innovatíve" educators of the sixties,

This social motive demands that the materiars and practices of
the school- shall be an introduction to and a preparation for
social life...And not only has a greater stress been placed upon
content and social materiats in the academic work of the school
but a great development has taken place al-so in social_ activities,
student-government and cooperative and social l-earning...Thus by
two pathways, the individual-istic and the social, some educationaf
thinkers have arrived at the ídea of a progressive education
which is based upon the spontaneous activities and the sociar
participation of children. 24

The swing from progressive

culum of the fifties and back to

education to the structured curri-

the innovative education of the

Stephen
3rd ed.

Duggan, A Student's Textbook in the Historv of Education
24

(New York: Appleton-Century-Croft, 1948), p. 372.
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sixties shows how the changing approaches to curriculum and method-

ologies are simply the swing of ideas between established concepts.

They are in actuality a reimplementing of solutíons to problems gen-

erated by social and economic pressures of the time, but they are

haiLed by their current advocates as being innovative.



CHAPTER V

THE CANADIAN RESPONSE

In the introduction, the thesis was advanced that the communica-

tíon network that exists in the modern worLd makes it relatively easy

for ideas generated in one geographicaL area to be quickly disseminated

and often adopted in other geographical- areas. This phenomenon is

apparent in the case of the United States and Canada. Sharing a con-

tinent, a relatively common language and culture, and a simil-ar econo-

mic basis, it is inevitable that ideas generated in one country are

studied and often accepted in the other.

Chapter five wiLl briefly examine how the social unrest that

existed in the United States in t.he sixties was reflected, although

on a lesser scale, in Canada. It wilf show how some provincial

departments of education attempted to resolve some of the social and

economic difficul-ties which faced them by adopting some of the philo-

sophies and concepts developed by American educators. It will also

show how in the process of being transposed to the various provincial

milieu, these ideas underwent modifications and dilution often to the

point that the new methodologies failed to work as expected.

The student movement that characterized the sixties was common

to most of the industrialized countries. The established power elites

63
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of the United States, France, England and Germany found themselves

confronted and challenged by the activist students within their uni-

versities who refused to accept both legally and socially established

authoríty. Canadian students were not immune to the world-wide epi-

demic of protest. As noted by Julian Reid:

One of the most startling aspects of the student protest movement
is its internationalism. Student demonstrations erupt in countries
around the globe--the United States, Canada, England, France'
Germany, Belgium and Japan, to mention just a few. I

other countries, the Canadian Student movement had itsAs in

origin among

the movement

the students of the universities; from the universities

spread tentatively to some of the high schools of the

nation.

Canadian student activists r¡/ere concerned with two areasi one

area r¡¡as the socio-political conditions existing in the world--con-

ditions such as poverty, the status of women, v¡ar, ethnic and racial

discrimination, etc.; the other area was the acquisition of some con-

trol in the running of the instítutions of learning to which they

_2belonged.

In Canada, the dichotomy between international social issues

and student power within the university gave rise to two different

modes of behaviour on the part of the students. When dealing with

social- íssues, the authorities oft,en found themselves confronted with

1Julian Reid, "Some
C.ampuE., ed. Tim and
1968), p. 11.

Canadian Issues", in Student Po\n/er and the Canadian
Jul-ian Reid, (Toronto: Peter Martin Associates,

Jack Quarter,
Institute for

The Student Movement of the 60rs2

Studies in Education, 1972), p. x
(Toronto: Ontario
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strongly militant groups quite prepared to use alrnost any tactic

to publicize the issue in question. These tactics ranged from the

reLatively peacefr:I sit*ins and protest marches to the blatant vio-

lence used in the destruction of the computer centre in Sir George

Iniilliams University in 1969 to demonstrate against the alleged racial

bigotry of one of the professors. on the other hand, as far as stu-

dent power in the running of the universj-ty vras concernedr Canadian

students attempted, whenever possible, to deal with ulniversity author*

ities within the exísting political and institutional framework

already in place.3

Canadian educational institutions of the sixties were facing

some of the same issues and problems which confronted educational

institutions in the U,S.A, The issues v¡ere studen.t unrest, increased

educational cost, increased need for a skilled and educated population

to run a modern industrial state, a general sense of dissatisfaction

with traditional educational policies" As shown previously, economic

condítions prevalent in Canada were afso qr,rite similar to those in the

U.S.A. with both countries enjoying a period of prosperity and the pre-

diction that the'period of affluence would continue for a number of years.

As reported in The Review of Educational Policies in Canada:

Foreword and Introduction , the Canadian student population, following

a North American trend, had afso increased dramatically,

3 Ibid., p. 25.
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During the twenty years between 1915 and L97Lt the combined
elenentary and secondary enrolment more than doubl-ed, and in
the 1960's alone
in I970-7I. 4

it rose by 39? to a peak of nearly six mil-lion

In Manitoba alone, the enrolment in grade L2 ín 1960 was 4,902¡

by 1970 that figure had increased to 13,34g.5 A" el-sewhere, this

large student population agitated for changes in the educational system.

As one student is quoted as saying in the article by Lorraine Coppersmith

entitled University Student Power and the High School,

rMore and more high school students...are rejecting that wer11-
suffer-cause-t.here I s-nothing-we-can-do attitude, to seriously
question the school system. 6

During this period of unrest, Canadian educators, following a

well established practice, turned to the ideas and philosophies eman-

ating from the U.S.A. for a solution to their orûrn problems.

The Canadian dependence on the U.S.A. was not a new phenomenon.

Traditionally, Canadian educators have travell-ed south to acquíre the

l-atest methods, ideas and curriculum guides to be carefulJ-y trans-

planted, after suitabl-e pruning, to Canadian soil. This Canadian de-

pendency on American education was humorously criticized by Norman

Goble at a conference on education held in Ottawa in L976,

There was a time, back there a Little \^/ay, when it seemed that the
field of Canadian education was bounded on the south by a range of
sacred mountains (with the odd ridge running up to the outcrops in

4Review of Educational- Policies in Canada: Foreword and Introduction,
(n.p. 1975) , p. 9.

Manitoba Department
Province of Manitoba

of Education, ual Re t of Youth and Ed t5

(Winnipeg: Queen's Printer, L97O), p. 109.

Lorraine coppersmith, "university student power and the High school,
in Student Power_and th ngdjg¡_lêrnpus, p. 195.

6
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Toronto, Edmonton, Victoria and the like). A fairly constant
stream of Canadians went up to the glittering peaks as pilgrims,
and came back as prophets...Back home, they sought with great
diligence to devise problems to fit the solutions they brought
--latter-day Prince Charming (to change the image) cramming
Canadian feet into American slippers in the hope of finding and
transforming our homebred Cinderellas. 7

What the Canadian educators of the 60's found in the United States was

not one idea, but indeed a pl-ethora of ideas on how to change the

school system and bring about a truly democratic-humanistic education.

Open education, open area schools, community schools, continuous pro-

gress, nongraded classrooms, decentralized control of education, learn-

ing centres, team teaching, multi-age groupings, etc.--si.ngly or in

combinations, all these concepts were carefully studied for possible

appLication to the Canadian educational system.

The innovative education movement in Canada received a tremendous

boost and a definite aura of respectability when the provincial com-

mittee on Aims and Objectives on Education in the schools of Ontario

published its report' Living and Learning, in 1968.

The OnLario Committee on Aíms and objectives had been appointed

by an order*in-council of the provincial legislature, and had been given

quite wide ranging power to seek the services of anyone it felt could

provide informaLion and assistance. The group was also empowered to

visit classrooms in schoofs throughout Ontario after proper clearnace

with school boards invoLved.

The Committee had been given some rather specific tasks:

- To identify the need of the child as a person and a member of
soc iety.
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- To set forth the aims of education for the educational system
of the province.

- To outline objectives of the curriculum for children in the age
group presently designated as kindergarten, primary and junior
d ivis ion.

- To propose means by which these ains and objectives may be
achieved.

- To submit a report for the consideration of the Minister of
Education. I

The basic assumption of this Committee seems to have been that

the existing system and methodologies were not adequate. The impression

was given that the traditional approach to education was not valid. In

the foreword of the report the Committee sbates:

Answers to many problems were found by studying innovations al-readv
implemented in the schooLs of Ontario and other provinces. The
Comnrittee sent teams to study the educational systems and programs
In many pa rts of the United Stat,es and in several countries in
Europe and the Orient (emphasis mine) . 9

It is impcrtant to note at this point that., of the twenty-four

members of the Committee, only one v¡as an acLive teacheri and although

the remainder of the group had its share of former teachers, principals,

and officers of the Department of Education, no one el-se úas directly

involved in the day to day running of the cl-assroom.

Having been formed, the Committee set out to study the problems

in education in Ontario.

I Provincial Committee on Aims and Objectives of Education in the
Schools of ontario, Livinq and Learning
of Education, 1968) , p. 4.

rbid,9

(Toronto: Ontario Department
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The Committee was told of inflexible programs, outdated curri-
cu1a, unrealistic regulations, regimented organization, and mis-
taken aims of education. We heard from alienated students,
frustrated teachers, irate parentsr and concerned educat.ors.
Many public organizations and private individuals have told us
of the growing discontent and lack of confidence in a school
system which in their opinion, has become outmoded and is
failing those it exists to serve. t0

In 1968, the group published a report whích, in addit,ion to a

definite philosophical statement, included 258 recommendations on

how to translate the philosophy into a concrete educationar system.

In effect, the committee accepted most of the attitudes and ideas

already discussed in chapter 3. Thus among the 258 recommendations

one finds:

Eliminate lock-step system of organizing pupils, such as grades,
streams, programs, etc., and permit learners to move through
the school in a manner which will ensure continuous progress...

Use theme-oriented approaches in the senior years...

Develop, in senior
to assist students
and recreation...

curriculum areas, learning experience designed
in their search for fulfill-ment in Ieisure

to make responsible decisions regarding their use

Abandon the use of cl-ass standing, percentage marks,
grades in favour of parent and pupil counselling as
of reporting individual progress...

Abandon the use of formal examinations...

Establish experimental school-s...

Abandon the practice of assigning homework
activity in favour of long term assignments

as a regular curriculum
that invite pupils

of time. . ,

and letter
a method

10 Ibid., p. 10.
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Review and redesign the preparatory stages which woul-d qualify
every teacher as a counsellor. . . 11

In the opinion of the author, the Living and Learning report was

widely read by the various educational institutions across Canada, and

was oft,en used as the basis for changes in educatíonal programs in

other provinces.

Other provincial reports on education also embraced the philo-

sophies of the period. The report of the Minister's Committee on

Educational planning-Education Tomorr blished in 1973 by the

Department of Education of New Brunswick recommended

That the philosophy of continuous progress be implemented in
the junior hígh school to ensure that students entering junior
high school from the elementary school are suítably placed. 12

Al-bertars report of the Commission on Educational Planning,

A Future of Choices, published in L972, is a massive volume which

advocates, among other things, greater developmenL of community in-

voLvement ín the running of the schools.

Any barrier or gulf between school and community is detrimental-
to learning...

Active community support and participation is also a strong force
for change. . .

The school principal will, of course, be accountable for
implementation of policies established by both the board
the schoof council... 13

the
and

1'l-*Ibid.r pp. tB0-I94.
1t*"Minister's Committee on Educational Planning, Edugat_ien=fernerror{

(New Brunswick: Department of Education, L973), p. 4l-.

Commission on Educational Planning,
L.S. Vrell_, L972) , P. L27.

I3 Future of Choices (AIberta:
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The Committee also advocated student participation in the

making of decisions about school progrâms.

"A part of schooling's present malaise stems from the historical
antecedent and influences Ín which learners are seen as being
unappreciative, undisciplined pupils in need of forcible social-
ization...Not to involve learners in program planning is to
suggest that they are bound servants, indentured to an infall-
ibl-e master..." L4

As in the case of Ont.ario's Livinq and Learning , the Ministerrs

committee whích published Ed!-rcat-Lo*n Tongrrrow for the New Brunswick

Department of Education was arso lacking in cl-assroom teachers. rn

fact, not one of the fifteen members was at the time directly in-

volved in classroom teaching.

The committee which produced A Choice of Futures for Alberta

did not include a list of its members; furthermore, the document

teachers:seems to show a definite bias against

Not only must we open the doors of cl-assrooms, but the wal-Is as
well. The jealously guarded traditional_ right to cl_ose the door
and dictate the learning transaction has endowed teachers at al-l
levels in the educational structure with a lock on learning
which they are not likely to surrender with grace. 15

The committee suggests that the teacherrs role should change,

s J.nce

The concept of the teacher hol-ding forth at the front of the
classroom has been dead for some time...The teacher wil_l_ have

I4 Tbid. , p.

Ibid., p.

L67 .

15 L94.
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to practise a pedagogy of restraint, doing more guiding and
assisting and l-ess directing. L6

obviously, the aforementioned reports are but a sample of the

masses of studíes made regarding the educational issues in canada;

however' the failure of including active teachers in the development

of "innovative" educational practices was probably one of the reasons

why so many of the ideas of the sixt.ies \^/ere poorly implemented in

the school-s.

The early sixt.ies and seventies were periods of great pubric

interest in educational- matters. ûIost provincial govern,urenÈsr¡, faced

with increased cost.s and complexities in education and faced arso

with the social clamouring on the part of the citizens, set out to

examine their own public educational syst"*.f7 The province of

Manitoba \^/as as invorved, during this period, as the rest of canada,

in a thorough examination of its educational institutions and prac-

tices.

Man itoba

As previously indicated. the province of Manitoba was also in-

voLved in an examinatíon of its educational system and curricura.

rn fact, the search for programs of study and methodology suitabte

to the requirements of a generation that woul-d have to be able to

L6
r97 .Tbid. , p.

Review ofT7
Ed ational PoLicies i Canada, p.5
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fit successfully in a society changed by an ever expanding technology'

had been going on for some time.

A memorandum prepared in 1956 by the SuperintendenLrs Depart-

ment of the I,Vinnipeg School Division NIo". l states. in its intr:.oduct,ion,

The other powerful factor operating to influence the thinking
of the community with respect to its schools is that we are
living in a period of great social, economic, and political
stress when old values are being challenged and o1d institu-
tions attacked. The events of recent years have made us
conscious both of the virtue of our liberal heritage and
the peril in which it stands. In such circumstances we are,
as a people, Iooking to the period of formal schooling,
hopeful that as a result of education youth may acquire
that insíght and wisdom which will enable them to preserve
what is good of the past and build weII thereon. I8

Although Manitobars students, on

of the other

the whole, did not become as

active as students in somê Canadian provinces and the

sixties added urgency toUnited States, the general unrest of the

the search for a tbettert, more responsive, and equitable educational

system.

fn order to begin the impJ-ementation of a more responsive

educational system, the Manitoba Department of Education began

slowly to abdicate some of the authority it. had yíelded in the past.

The process of reJ-inquishing control was slow but continuous. In

l.967 | the Department of Youth and Education had dropped the grade

IX June promotion exams; from that time it was up to the indivídual

school-s to decide who was ready for high school. The grade XII

Memorandum from Superintendent's Department, Winnipeg School
Division No. I to lVinnipeg School Board, 16 October, 1956' p.

18

5
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examination remained for a vrhile the domain of the Department of

Education, but this l-ast bastion was also soon eliminated. In Lg69,

the Department of Education disbanded the High School Examination

Board. fhis statement was issued,

During the 1970-71 school year, al-I schooLs will be responsible
for the assessment of the progress of al_l students in all grades
and for issuing statements of standing. L9

In the same period, responsibility to insure the continuous

attendance of all school- age students was passed to the various

school- boards.

As well- as abandoning Cepartmental examinations and thrls somewhat

relinquishíng control on educational standards, the Department of

Education began in L967 to re-define the role and function of its

Instruction and Supervisory branch. It was within this branch

that t.he authority of the school's inspectors resided. The in-

spectors were the field representatives of the Department of Educa-

tion. rt was their function to make sure that the teachers taught

the approved curricurum using an acceptable methodology. rnspectors

could enter any classroom and demand to see the teacher's certifica-

tion (theoretically a teacher was required to have his teaching

certificate with him/her whenever she/he was in a cJ-assroom). In-

spectors had the power to recommend which teachers woul-d be granted

a "permanent" teaching certificate. Of course, different inspectors

Manitoba
Education

DepartmenL of Education,
(1970), p. 9.

L9 Annual Repo rt of Youth and
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viewed their rol-e differently. Many inspectors did more than merely

police the teachers; in many cases they helped teachers, especially

new ones, by showing different ways of presenting lessons or by in-

troducing a teacher to new ideas and approaches concerning a particular

subject. Eventually the police role was de-emphasized and the con-

sultatíve roLe increased. The change in role began with a reduction

in number. Betwee n L967 and 1970, the number of inspectors decreased

from 41 to 32. As noted in the Annual Report of Youth and Education

in 1970

The change in the number of inspectors has been del-iberate in
that many former duties and responsibilities have been shifted
to school- division personnel. The function of inspectors has
been altered and modified from one of teacher inspection t,o one
of consultation, school, or system evaluation¡ and examination
and assessment of programs. 20

By 1973, the name of the Instruction and Supervisory branch

was changed to Field Service branch, and all pretenses of inspectorship

were dropped. The Field Service branch acquired a consultative role

and became staffed by experts recruited on a secundment basis from

among teachers in the various divisions.

The rationale behind this deliberate decentralization of author-

ity had been staLed in 1970:

It is the policy of the Department of Youth and Education to
strengthen the Local- school boards and the schools so that they
may discharge their responsibilities more effectively and respond
adequately to the needs of their local communities. 2L

20 Ibid., p.

Ibid. , p.

4L.

9
2I
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In addition to giving po\,/er to the various communities, the

Department of Education also found it expedient to recognize the

growing political power of the studenLs of the province. The recog-

nition of the youth power took t.he form of granLing representatives

of the student body the right to be part of the educational planning:

The l{inister of Youth and Education has announced the appointment
of two grade l-2 students, Gary Mclntosh of Brandon Collegiate and
Peter Dubíenski of Kelvin High, V'finnipeg, to t.he Educational
Advisory Board. 22

Although removed from the mainstream of student protest, and

perhaps also unabl-e to understand the depth of the problem, Manitoba

nevertheless recognized that it would be unwise not to cater to some

students' demands. In this regard, the following statement appeared

1n the Curriculum Bulletin published by the Manitoba Department of

Education in February, L969

It woul-d be just as unwise to dismiss the recent dramatic and
often tragic outbursts of student protest on university campuses
as the work of a small minority, as it would be misleading to
exaggerate their importance. There are often locaL, very
special reasons for each outburst. But we would be doing
education as a whole a disservice, if we failed to realize
that at the root, of many of these disturbances, there are
underlying factors and common demands which impinge upon
our dealings with young adults within our own school system...23

There ís no question that the l-ate sixties and early seventies

\^¡ere periods of experimentation in education in Manitoba. It is

often not clear if the Department of Education led, or mereJ-y followed,

.'ta
Manitoba Department of Education,
(December, 1968), p. 2.

Curriculum Bulletin 3 ,No.2

.'t')
"'Manitoba Department of Education,

(Februaryt L969), p. 3.
Cu€r*icUlg¡n .eglle!-ij_3*, No. 3
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the educational trends that were in vogue in the United States and

had found acce.ptance in other parts of Canada. RegardLess of its

roLe, by 1968 t,he Department had recognized the changíng nature of
24schooling. - and a number of changes and experimentations were under-

way in Manitoba ny 1008.25

By 1970, there was no question that the Department of Education

in Manitoba, under t.he leadership of the newly elected New Democratic

Party \¡¡as pursuing a policy which promoted the development of alter-

native educational methods and increased community participation.

Although by 1970 the Department of Education had experienced the

diluting of much of its authority, it still retained one rather

powerful incentive to encourage programs to develop along desired

guidelines. In the LTTO-7L school term, the Department of Youth

and Education made special grants avaiÌable to schools for special
.26prol ects .

The projects which were selected reflect the direction the

Department was interested in exploring and perhaps encouraging.

Northern Schools Proi ects--An riment in Confluent Bducation:
Confluent education is an approach to learning and teaching
which seeks to integrate the affective and cognitive domain.

An Experiment in Di fferentiated Staffinq
The project will eval-uate the use of teacher aides and teaching
assístance in classroom including the use of senior students
as teacher aides.

)L-'Manitoba Department of Education, Annual Report of Youth and Education
(1968) , p. 9.

25Manitoba Department
(December , 1969), p.

of Education, Curriculum Bulletin 3 2l
3

No

Manitoba Department of Education,
(1970-71), p. 35.

26
Annual Report of Youth and Education
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An Experiment in Community Involvement

Teacher Preparation Pro ject

Community Schools Research

A grant has been given to the Boundary School Divisions to
investigate the feasibiLity of a community school in the area.

Devel-opment Grant-Research Pro-ie ct in Early Chil-dhood Education

Special Counsellor for Teachers

An Experiment in Citizen Participation
Small Projects:
A series of small projects were funded in the Morris-MacDonal-d
School Division. These projects fall under three headings.
1) Differentiated Staffing...
2) Developemnt of Advisory Committees...
3) Community Teaching. fhis project employs the services of
carpenters, sheet-metal workers and electricians from the
Morris-MacDonald school area to teach their specialties to
groups of boys who at present are unable to cope with regular
school programs. 27

The direction the Department of Education wanted schooLs in

Manitoba to follow was further clarified in a booklet published by

the Planning and Research branch in 1973. On the surface, the book-

Let is a simple explanatory paper published to clarify t.he concepts

impliciÈ ín open education--a document to be used as a basis for

discussion on the part of teachers, principals and the community;

the presentat,ion is however, definitely slanted in favour of open

education and continuous progress type of teaching philosophy.

Tradit.ional forms of education are subtly l-inked to authoritarianism.

And authoritarian attitudes are denigrated.

)1-'Manitoba Department of Education, Annual Report of Youth and Education
(L97I-72) , p. 34.
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Another set of attitudes that is linked to authoritarianism is
that which deals with the open and closed mind. The closed mind
refers to the kind of person who refuses to examine new or differ-
ent ideas...In today's society, it creates disastrous conflicts. 28

Although not meant as a statement of policy, Open Education seems

to embrace most of the phÍlosophical attitudes prevalent at the time.

The definite endorsement of the practice of open education is evident

in the conclusion of the paper which

...has pointed out what. the innovations mean and how the recommended
changes would work to meet the changing needs of the individual
and society...,Finally, it. must be recognized that these changes
are difficult to implement but that these difficulties are part
of the process and not. reason for their abandonment. 29

The official bLessíng for the implementation of reforms in the

educational sysÈem in Manitoba came with the pubJ-ication of the Report

of the Core Committee on the organization .of secondary schools in

1973 " The Core Commitbee was established in July I L969, by the Minister

of Youth and Education. The task of the Committee was to review

secondary education in the province of Manitoba.

Philosophically, the Core Report of Manitoba bears a strikin s

resemblance to the Living and Learning report of Ontario. Perhaps

the resemblance is an indication of the pervasiveness of the problems

and ideas about education Lhat were prev,alent during the l.ate sixties

and early seventies among professional- educators.

It is ímportant to notice at this time that the 'rmodern",

28 Planning and Research Branch,
Education I L973), p. 9.

,o
Ibid., p. 12.

Open Education (I{innipeg: Department of
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"innovative" educational philosophies of the period were not, however,

shared by the majority of the population. In factr in the introduction

to the Core Report, it is stated

For the majority, education remains an intellectual process whose
main goal is the transmission of knowledge and the stimulation
of crítical, inquiring habi.ts of thoughts; further, education
should help students prepare for a career or some form of post-
secondary education or training. 30

Ho$/ever, in spite of the purported philosophy of community in-

volvemenÈ in the decision-making process in regard to educational

matters, the experts on the Core Committee ignored this majority's

concern and published a report which recommended changes which satis-

fied, not the general public but their own attitudes which was ex-

pressed in the following statement

The basic purpose of education is to provide the instrument
through which each individual realizes self-respect, self-
fulfillment, and his relevance in a dynamic society, and it
is mandatory that the educational system be on-going, flexible,
and centered on the human needs of the students that it is
designed to serve. 3t

Following their or^ln expressed philosophy, the committee came

out with a series of recommendations advocating continuous progress

and individualization of student programs in secondary schools, train-

ing and retraining of teachers to emphasize counselling and inter-

personal skills rather than academic skills, development of community

involvement in school programs, and evaluation of student performance

30The Core Committee on
The Secondary School

the Re-organization of the Secondary School,
(Winnipeg: Department of Education I 1973), p. I

3r Ibid. , p. 3
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whích

Must also seek to appraise noL only intellectuaL and skill
development, as has been customary, but also the affective
behavior of students. Moreover, while the immediate responsi-
bility for student evaluation l-ies with the school, student
self-appraisal must be part of the evaluation. 32

There is no question that the debate concerning education issues

was indeed pervasive throughout the provincial educational system in

the late sixties and early seventies.

The perceived problems in education created by a rapidly changing

technology and concurrent social values were discussed and debated

both in the educational milieu (i.e., the school-s, universities and

departments of education) and in the political arena of the legisla-

ture where, in the f inal anal.!,sis, the immediate power for change

resides. fn L969, the province of Manitoba had elected a New Demo-

cratic Party government--a government whose socialistic orientation

and philosophical attitude found itself commited to changes in the

educational field--changes in fíne with the government's rejection

of elitism, advocacy of equatity of opportunity in education and

popular invol-vement in the decision-making process. Additionally'

by 1970, the rapid expansion in the student population had begun

placing an enormous financial burden on the provincial budget; the

government was, therefore, looking for ways and means of reducing

the cost and still maintaining or even improving the quality

32 Ibid., p. 38.
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and equaliLy of education.

The innovative approach to educatíon with its differentiated

staffing, community involvement in programming and open area schoo]s

seemed to be abLe to saLisfy both the need for popular support and

the economic needs of the province. rn relation to community in-

volvement the government of Manitoba prepared a discussion paper in

which the following policy statement was made:

the wider range of activities must, be
tribution of decision-making powers.
the school district must be involved
development of programs. 33

accomplished by a redis-
All- the inhabitants of

in the sel-ection and

rn terms of open area schools, the province really fert it had

the best of all- possible solutions--an obviously innovative structure

which couJd be easily adapt,ed to the educational and community needs,

and additionalJ-y, one that was relatively inexpensive to build.

Perhaps the most comprehensive and visible effort to restructure
the physical environment of the school is the open-area school
based on experiments in the united Kingdom and the united states.
The open-area schoor has evol-ved partry in response to the need
for more economicar school- construction and space utilization,
partly in response to the frustration of educational reformers
trying, with l-imited success, to implement the new curricula
and team teaching in traditional- school-s wíth seLf-contained
cl-assrooms. 34

Thus, motivated by political, philosophical and economic considerations,

Manitoba pursued its search for innovative education.

33 Government of Manitoba, A Refer ence Paper on Selected Topic sln
Education Tabled in the
1972ñ. 27.

Ibid., p. 38.
34

Legislature Assembly of Manitoba, 26 June,



CHAPTER VI

WÏNNÏPEG

"The Tempers of the Time" (Chapter IV) has shown how student un-

rest, generated by the socio-political conditions of the late sixties

and early seventies, gave rise to a search for alternative educat.ional

systems and methods. The educational reformers of the period advocated

a decentralized, less structured educational organization; they de-empha-

sized academic excellence and promoted the idea that the goal of the

schools shoutd be personal- growth and greater social awareness on the

part of the students; they also advocated greater community participation

in the managing. of schools and student participation in curricul-ar and

academic decisions, The philosophical trends gave rise to such concepts

as open education, continuous progress, and community schools" ALl of

this necessitaLed the creation of techniques of team teaching, multi-

graded classrooms, learning centres and the development of open area

schools

In Chapter

student unrest as

V, it was shown that although not as troubled with

other industriaLized countries, Canada responded

philosophies expounded in the U.S"A. and began

the same ideas.

to the educational

advocating many of

-83
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Manitoba, although somewhat removed from the focus of unrest

found in the universÍties of the east, also found it expedient to

promulgate educational changes in line with the trends prevalent at

the time.

Not to have followed the "humanistic", "l-iberal" educational

trends would have made llanitobars education appear outdated, possibly

even reactionary. It would be politically and economically unwise

for any party in power to allow such a labelling of one of its more

visible institutions. Provincial growth depends on attracting people

and investments to the province. People, especially those with children,

do not tend t.o move to a province which bears the reputation of offering

sub-standard education. Industries that depend on people both as

workers and consumers do not tend to be established in provínces with

a static or declining population.

In the Canadian educational system each provincial department

of education is ful-l-y independent in the setting of educatíonal

policies. Once the policies are set, it is the task of the various

school divisions in the province to translate the theories and princi-

ples into practical learning experience for its students.

Obviously, although the provincial department of education has

in theory, the final say in the setting of policies' many of the

major decisions regarding education are made in consultation with a

variety of agencies and groups involved in the educational process.

Groups such as teacherst union, ethnic associations, school board

trustees, and other departments of the Provincial government al-I have
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some input in formulating educational policies. AddiLionally, the

school boardrs el-ected members and executives often direct and modify

the fína] educational position taken by the province. rn some cases,

educational changes are proposed by and for a particular school

divisíon. Often these changes are adopted as a general poJ_icy for

educat,ion in the province and all other divisions are encouraged/

directed to follow the new pattern.

Thus, the direction of impetus for changes in the educaLional

pattern is often blurred. Ideas for change that originate at the

divisional revel are sometimes taken over and/or modified at the

provincial leveI, then promulgated as policies to be followed by

all divisions. At other times, ideas originating at the provincial

level are adopted by school divisions, which are often encouraged by

special grants made avail-able by the provínce to encourage the changes.

This two-way relationship is very evident if one examines the

pattern that exists in the case of the winnipeg school Division No.l

and the Manitoba Department of Education. A cLose tink seems to exist

between these two level-s of educational institutíon. The link is pro-

bably due in part to the large number of students served by the Winnipeg

school Division No. r, which means that any change will- effect a large

proportion of t,he student body in Manitoba. In part, the close cooperation

is due to the physical proximity of the winnipeg school Division No.l

to the provincial administrative centre. This proximity makes ít

possible for Lhe provincial executives to be quite familiar with the
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work and personarities of lrlinnipeg schooL Division No. 1 personnel,

a familiarity which often l-eads to the seconding hiring of teachers

and executives from lVinnipeg School Division No. 1 by the provincial

Department of Education, Thus, it is easy to see how, under these

circumstances' policies and ideas advocated by a schooL division might

be introduced in a provincial department of education and consequently

become governmental directions for all school- divisions. For example,

in 1966t Dr. w.c. Lorimer, the superintendent for the winnipeg school

Division No. 1 since 1953, was appointed to the position of Deputy

Minister of Education.

Obviously, the proximity of the offices of the Provincial Depart-

ment of Education with the consequent potential for influencing the

educational direction of the province is not an excl-usive characteris-

tic of lrrinnipeg school Division No. 1, but applies in some degree also

to other schooL divisions in the urban a¡:ea of Winnipeg.

As mentioned previously, the impetus for changes in education

could come eíther from the school- divisions or from the provincial

Government; however, it was fe1t, in the winnipeg area, t.hat the pro-

vince \¡/as more influential in the rural school divisions. Rural_

school divisions did not have the size and financiaL basis to hire

the supervisory and specialist staff that t.he large urban divisions

could afford. Consequently, rural schools were dependent for direct-

ions and assistance on the personnel of the Provincial Department of

Education. This dependency alrowed the province to exercise a fair

degree of control on the educational direction foll-owed by rural schools.
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rt was also felt that innovative thinking on the part of the province

trailed the winnipeg school Division No. r by about four to five years.

This'leadership was confirmed by Mr. ü1. Donal-d, a former superintendent

of the tralinnipeg school Division No. 1, who, in an interview with the

author, stated:

Tn fact, the Department of Education has been quite influential_
outside of the metropolitan area,..My guess would be that in
everything that was done we would be 4 to 5 years ahead of them...

v,Ie started the chitd Gu'idance clinic then they picked it up and
supported it. lrTe started special education...we ran kindergartens
from 1941 Lo L967--No support--then they finally made it provinciar...
So, in effect, we have done our thing. On the same basis, though,
in the counLry, those inspectors have been strong enough, and the
people in the country have changed over so fast that the schoor
division in the country depended on the inspectors. Relied on
them for their educational advice and information; so the situation
was different in the country and the Department has had a tremendous
effect...r shouldn't say that (in winnipeg) it has been mutuar. I

The T{innioeo School Division No. 1

Although far removed from the sociar unrest that was beginning

to devel-op in the industrialized world, wínnipeg school Division No. I

was well aware in the 60's that changes in society and concomitant

changes in education were taking place across North America.

The annuar superintendent's report to the Board of the winnipeg

School- Division No. L of 1964 states in its introduction:

"!'lhil-e it. has become armost routine Lo say that education and
society are undergoing substantial changes and at a more rapid
rate t.han in the past, the amount and the raLe of change are so

Itr. t. Donald, held in
Manitoba, July I 1978.

the I¡[innípeg School Board off ice, lrlinnipeg,
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important that they should be mentioned.

fn recent years, the Departrnent of Education either has made
substantial changes or established the basis for such changes
in the curriculum. The new general course has been introducedr
the University Entrance Course is being modified and changes
are underway in the elementary and junior high school program". 2

Year after year, the annuaf reports by the Superintendents to

the Board began with statements to the effect that changes were

occurrrng rn society and in education, and more importantly, that

lfinnipeg:was keeping pace with the innovative techniques being advocated

throughout North America. By L969, the newly developed trends in educa-

tion seemed to be weLl estabtished in Winnipeg's elementary schools.

The "modern" Winnipeg school of 1969 were supposedly using such educa-

tional practices as continuous progressr team teaching, cooperative

teaching and ungraded classroo*".3

The physical structure of some schooLs such as Kelvin, and St.

John's had been changed by the introduction of "Iecture theaters" to

al-low for the new educationa.l approaches and "as a prelude to the

seventies, three schocls had open space teaching areas developed",4

At the secondary school level, changes were also taking place.

In terms of curriculum, different leveIs of competency were now re-

quired from different segments of the popul-ation. By 1969, there

existed two separate programs: the University entrance courses ancl

the general program. The latl-er was geared for the fess academically

oríented, non-university directed students. Additionally, R"B. Russell

2
The
to

Winnipeg School Division No.
the School Board for the Year

l, 4îIggI_89æI!*pf _.tþe,F_qpgtinlendent
Ending December 3I, L964. p. J.

3The Winnipeg Schoo} Division No, f , ê.n¡]Lq!*3epo.f.t*_1.9.62. p" 7

Ibid., p. 5.4
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School, a technical-vocational school for students who couldnrt cope

with the rigors of the general course, \^ras now fully operational. The

doctrine of cont,inuous progress was also making headway in the secondary

schools. Encouraged by trends in other provinces and by the relin-

quishing of authority on the part of the Provincial Department of Educa-

tíon, Winnipeg was rapidly moving toward the elimination of all formal

examinations as a way of assessing the academic competence of its

students. Thus, the Winnipeg School Division No. I could state in

The Annual Bulletin of 1969

A development of substantial significance during the 1960's was
the virtual abandonment of central examinations...Parallel to a
rapid movement in the decade away'from central examinations and
away from examinations set by an authority external to the local
school, has been a movement within schools to abandon formal ex-
aminations at Christmas, Easter and June and to attempt to evaluate
student progress on a day to day and week to week basis. 5

The philosophical and methodological changes which were ocÇurring

at the school level triggered a need for modifications of the senior

administrative fevel of the Winnipeg School Division No. I. These

changes at the administrative level were made necessary, first of all,

by a philosophy which looked askance at a powerful centralized author-

ity. It \^¡as generally felt that the superintendents \¡/ere too far re-

moved from the day-to-day running of a school and that, given the demo-

cratic nature of our society, they should be more accessible and re-

sponsive to the principals.

The second reason for the change of structure r¡ras dictated by

5 Ibid., p. 15.
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the development of large school-s conLaining both erementary and

junior high cJ-asses within the same buil-ding and arso the blurring

effect the idea of cont,inuous progress had on grade placement; these

two aspects of modern education created confusion as to exactly which

superintendent--the secondary or elementary--had authority in certain

cases. In addition, education lvas seen as a continuum with an element-

ary-secondary split an artificiat imposition. Therefore, the super-

intendent's office should not acknowledge within its structure this

artificial division"

rn l-973, the chief superintendent, carmen Moir, had re-organized

the administrative structure. Rather than having a chief superintendent,

a superinLendent for secondary and one for elementary schools, he

created three Area Superintendents each responsibl-e for all the school-s

--elementary or secondary--within a particul-ar section of the city.

The rationale for this restructuring was presented by Mr. Moir

to a principars'conference herd at Minaki Lodge, october 25, rg73.

In his presentation, Mr. Moir summarized the philosophical, curricular

and technical changes which had occurred or were occurring in Winnipeg.

1. The re-organization is based on the concept that education
is a continuous process and therefore the task of the school_s
should encompass the ent,ire program from kindergarten to grade
XTÏ. . .

2. rt is believed that this re-organization wiLr contribute
to the deveropment of an integrated curriculum. The process
of curriculum building wourd be: a single effort so that there
wouLd be no gaps or hurdLes as pupils move from grade vr to vrror grade rx to X or from secondary to vocational_ or from second-
ary to adul-t education.
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3. of equal significance with curricu]um developme.nt is the
introduction of new approaches and the ímplementing of the
curriculum. Exciting programs are to be found at all revels
in the schools today. rt is hoped that the re-organization
wirl contribute to the dissemination of ideas wiLhin the system
with Lhe resurt that Lhe most productive programs, wherever
they are found, can be quickly and readily adopted.

4. The re-organization is struct.ured to promote ease of communi-
catíon within the system. Tt Ís hoped t.hat there wilr be a re-
duction of distance between the schoors and the head office ad-
ministration. . .

5. Another purpose is found in the greater degree of decentral-
ization that was being talked about throughout the system...

6. ...To ensure that the community has considerable infusion
into the scheme, the bureaucratic structure must lessen its
overarr control so that a greater degree of local autonomy
in the school may be obtained. 6

Together with the general re-organization of education so as

to make it more in keeping with the phílosophies and ideas of the

time, there was aLso a positive response on the part of winnipeg

school Dívision No. 1 to the new forceful-ness displayed by the stu-

dents.

Vüinnipegrs educational- authorities were wel-l- a\^zare of the poten-

tiar for unrest that existed within any large student. body. rn the

late 60's, newspapers were daily recounting stories of student pro-

tests in the United States and to a lesser extent in eastern Canada.

rn 1970, the students found occasion to display some of their

newly found politicar awareness. rn that year, the teachers of Lhe

Winnipeg School Division No. I challenged the School Division on the

issue of noon hour supervis,ion. The teachers felt that. their contract

C.F. Moir, "Address to Secondary principals' Conference
Nimaki, Ontario, 25 October, L973, p. 2.

6
at Minaki Lodge".
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did not require them to be on duty durÍng their lunch hour; the school

board disagreed. The issue became one of pri.nciple as weli as contract

and the teachers, unable Èo strike because of a previous agreement,

withdrew all voluntary activities such as coaching sport teams and

supervising school clubs outside school hours. Obvious-ly, the students

were those who suffered the most from this work to rule campaign. Angered

by the conflict which deprived them of some of their school related

activities, the students organized a rather weLl orchestrated protest.

This report of the event was included in the Annual Report of f970

For two days, they moved in front of the Division's Administra:
tion building in numbers estimated at 11000 or more to protest
the fact that Ëheir after*school activities were being cancelled.
Although they \,rere r.Trongly absent'from classes to make their pro-
testr Èheir conduct was good and there were none of those incidents
that so often occur in youth demonstrations one hear,s about in
other areas. 7

The student potential for unrest had, in fact, already been defused

by the establishment of a student inter-high council under its own

authority - i.e., no longer controLled by a school principal, with the

power of influencing, through consultation, the programs of the Vüinnipeg

School Division No. I

It can thus be seen that by the earlyr70's, !,Iinnipeg School

Division No. I had adopted, at least in principle, many of the con-

cepts.which had been promoted by the innovative writers of the sixties.

As shown by the yearly superihtendent's reports of the '60rs,

winnipeg was feeling the pressure to examíne and implement the educa-

t,ional methodologies which were being advocated b1z educators in the

7The Winnipeg School Division No" 1, Annual Report 1969, p. 7"
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United States and other parts of Canada. The pressure came from a fear

that not to accept the new methods would brand Winnipegrs educators as

reactíonary and outdated--a branding which, of course, could prove dis-

astrous in terms of career advancement. In education, as in other areas,

promotions are often dependent on the appearance of being bright, hard

working and innovative. A1so, the new methodologies were necessary to

translate the expressed philosophy into the practical reality of the

school and the classroom. It. is necessary at this point to review the

educat,ional philosophy of the period. Generally speaking, the philo-

sophy was highly humanistic and child-centered. The idea was not to

"teach" but to create an environment in which a child could learn. The

teacher was thus displaced from his position of authority and the school

became a learning environment. This approach required considerable

rethinking of the traditional patterns of'education. Questions such as

the response of a teacher to undisciplined behavior, evaluation of a

child's academic progress, physical development of learning materials,

the type of materials to be used, etc., all had to be addressedrand

answered.

By the late '60's, a number of educational methodologies were

being practised within the schools of Winnipeg School Division No. l.

At the secondary leve1, the most prevalent were continuous progress,

student initiated and independent study projects, phasing and team

teaching, in a variety of forms. Continuous progress refers to a

system whereby a student moves from one year (not grade) t,o the next
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as s/he develops and grows in maturity and knowledge aL her/his own

pace, rather than in the lock step fashion prevalent in traditional

education.

Student initiated, independent study projects r¡/ere the schools'

response to the philosophical attitude that a student is most able to

determine where her/hís interst lay and should, therefore, be able to

select an area of study outside the standard curriculum. Under normal

circumstances, a student woul-d propose an area of interest which s/he

would l-ike to pursue, and a teacher would either be assigned or volunteer

to act as a consul-tant for the duration of the project proposed by the

student. Thus, as an example, a student interested in journalism might

arrange to follow or even work with a ne\^rspaper reporter. The teacher-

in-charge would then be required to monitor the student to ensure that

s,/he benefitted from the experience. At the end of the project, the

student would be given an academic credit for his work in journalism.

Furthermore, as a development of the idea that the curriculum guides

established by the Department of Education were too restrictive, many

schools encouraged their teachers to develop their own programs and

offer these courses as options to be taken in addition to regular

school work.

A continuing debate in modern education revoLves around the

grouping of students. Some educators advocate grouping homogeneously;

another, and

Lhe subject

i.e., the best students in one class, the second best in

so on. Homogeneous grouping facilitates teaching since
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matLer can be geared to the competency level of the students in any one

class, However, there are problems in this system. For one, it is

dífficult to decide what basis to use for grouping. Tested intel-Ii-

gence quotient, which seems to measure learning ability, does not give

any indication as to the desire of a particular student to use t.hat

ability. A student míght also be very talented in one subject and

totally inept in another either because of lack of skilt or interest.

Additionally, an academically poor student, placed in a lower level

class, can easily develop feelings of worthlessness and give up on

education.

To resolve some of these problems, the Department of Education

introduced in the '60's differentiated programs. The university en-

trance courses were directed to the academically able students who

desired to continue their education at the university. General courses

were developed for students who did not wish to develop an academic

career. Thus, a student taking a "00" course (university entrance)

in mathematics would be required in hís three high school years to

take algebra, geometry and calculus whil-e his counterpart in the "01"

program (general course) would only be required to study some algebra.

The two-stream system, however, did not seem to offer sr.rff icient

scope; therefore, "phasing" was introduced at the local school level.

With phasing, a school could subdivide a general course or even a uni-

versity entrance course. Phase I might be an enriched program for

highly motivated students while Phase III might be considered a reme-

dial program to assist a group of students to master a course so they
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could graduate from high school. fn phasing, placement is made in a

group depending on ability and interest in any particular subject,

so that a student might be in phase I in mathematícs and phase III

in language arts in addition to being in a university entrance course

or general course. Theoretically, in this system no student could

possibly fail since he shoutd be able to find an academic level at

which he could function.

However, the major innovation adopted by the Winnipeg School

Dvision No. I was team teaching. As stated in the llinnipeg School

Division No. t 4,nnual .RePor.t

The pursuit of the goals of continuous progress and individuafized
instruction is leading schools to develop new forms of school-
organization. More and more teachers are grouping themselves
into teams instead of working in isolation in individual class-
rooms. B

According to Mr. Gordon MacDonell, one of the superintendents of

the VVinnipeg School Division No. 1 during the '60's, there seems to

have been a great deal of writing on the team teaching concept in the

educational literature of the time. Additionally' the concept was

a recurrent theme at many of the conferences attended by ['lr. MacDonell.

Such continuous exposure finatty convinced the superintendent that

team teaching should be explored in greater detaíl- with the view of

possible implementation in the Vüinnipeg schools. ¡1tr. MacDonell arranged

to visit some schools in the U.S.A. where team teaching was being prac-

tised and on his return observed'

I Ibid. , p. 15
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AS

I said to the principals that there is something that
though it has some value. Letrs take a l-ook at it. 9

Principals were encouraged to attend workshops on team teaching

and visit schools utilizing team teaching. Eventually, principals

presented theír staffs with the opportunity of attempting team teach-

ing ventures within their own schools.

Team teaching is a method of school- organization that seemed to

satisfy many of the issues raised by the philosophy of the period.

Team teaching does away with closed classrooms. It allows students to

be routinely exposed to more than one view of a subject or issue. It

apparently circumvents the problem of homogeneous grouping with its

label of elitism, and at the same time appears to avoid the difficul-ties

of heterogeneous grouping in which teachers often end up teaching either

the bright students or the poor students but not both. Team teaching

allows each teacher to deal with the subject area he knows best. Thus,

students do not suffer academically because of the weakness of a par-

ticuLar teacher. Team teaching makes possible flexible scheduling so

students are not exposed to the regimentation of the school bell.

Finally, team teaching is visibly i"t!_ovat_ive.--it even sounded right in

an era during which communal living and sharing were the "in thing".

Team teaching is an organizational pattern in which a group of

teachers, usually involved in the same subject area, work together.

The idea behind the practice is that teaching takes many forms and

required different groupings of students at different times. Thus,

l-ooks

9Mr. G.T. MacDonell , held in V'Tinnipeg, Manitoba, March, Lglg.
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at one tíme, a lecture style could be employed to teach a lesson--the

]ecture can obviously be presented to I00 students just as easily as

to 30. At other times, it is more effective to use a tutorial approach

at which point, a small number (I2 to 15) is best. At other times, a

student could study on her/his own with teachers circulating in the area

and acting as resource persons.

By teaming, the teachers are able to use afl forms of grouping

as required by the teaching approach used at that particular tíme;

additionally, teachers within a team can more easily plan lessons and

share expertise.

The big bonus of the team teaching approach is that one can

theoretícally cater to the bright student as well as to the less

academically skilted. I'ollowing a large group presentation, the group

could be split so that the bright students go off on their own to ex-

plore the topic in more depth while the poorer students are grouped in

small numbers so that teachers can resol-ve any difficulty the students

might have encountered in the Lecture presentation.

The problem with team teaching is that not only the school's

human resources have to be re-organized--a timetabling problem--but

also the physical structure of the school has to be modified to accom-

modate l-ecture theaters, small group seminar rooms' individual study

areas as welI as traditional- classrooms--a financial problem.

However, in the late 160's the financial aspect did not seem to

be a major problem, with the result that many junior and senior high
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schools lrere modified to accommodate the team teaching pattern. l0

As examples of the cost involved, in July, L966, the Winnipeg

School Board approved the expenditure of $47 t465. to provide Hugh

John McDonatd School with team teaching facilities; in the same year'

the Board was examining a $120,000. modification of River Heights

School- for the same Purpose.

qll.q,"q*o_Í.goL Ps Ll Påsi,ecj

In 1968, the Winnipeg School Division No. 1 and the Manitoba

Department of Education decided that the aforementioned educational

approaches, which were more or less attempted in many schools, should

be examined closely in one school. To this end, Gordon Bell High

School- was designated as an experimental school for five years and

given a fair degree of autonomy in the selection and development of

programs and methods. In 1973, a repor t enÈitled A Report on How one

Hiqh School Chanqed 1968-l-973 was published by the team of professors

and teachers selected to evaluate the Gordon BeIl project. The follow-

ing are quotes from that report.

Broadly speaking, the Gordon BeJ-I project resulted from a feeling
on the part of many Manitoba teachers and educational admínistra-
tors that the traditionally organized high schooL was failing in
many \^rays to meeL the educatíonal needs of its students and
the community at large.

It was widely felt that our school-s were not reflecting many of
the profound social changes of recent years, and that the re-
vision of course offerings--notably the develcpRrêne: of the
General Course and the introduction of such programmes as "The

The Winnipeg School Divisíon No. Il AnnuaI10

Winnipes Schoof Division 1967' p. 13.
t to the Board of the
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New Math"--were not suffícient in themselves. These curriculum
changes needed to be accompanied by similarly imaginative and
far-reaching cha-nges in the total organization and learning
climate of the school. 11

The selection of the Gordon Bel-l- School as the one to be used in

the project was dictated by several- reasons.

First, it served a student population with a sufficiently broad
range of educational ínterests and needs to present adequate scope
for the implementation of new approaches. Second, the proposed
project reguired a school encompassing both junior and senior high
leve,ls. Third, the school's administrators and teachers had had
considerable experiences in developing new courses and setting up
instructional teams. Finally, and perhaps most important, the
school staff had indicated that they were just as convinced as the
Department and School Division official-s about the value of the
proposed project. 12

i^iritten into the Gordon BeII project was the requirement of an

evaluation of the experiment conducted by some outside source. In

keeping with the philosophical- attitude prevalent among "progressive"

educators at the time, the evaluators of the project were not inter-

ested in the results the new methodologies had on the academic a-

chievement of the students.

...and some, such as effects on studentsr academic achievement,
were not judged sufficiently significant in terms of the central
aim of the project to warrant undertaking the complex task of
securing valid and reliable measures. 13

The project evaluators were mostly interested in evaluating the

students' attitudes toward the school and the project. How the students

tt*.*. Sanford, The Gordon Bell Project.
Winnipeg School Division L967. p. 13.

T2 Ibid. , p. 6

13 Ibid., p. 2I.

"A Report to the Board of the
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fel-t was at that tíme more rel-evant than what they learned.

Through questionnaires, interviews and generar discussions,

attitudes of the students were probed. Generarly speaking, the major-

ity of students, about 752 of those who replied to the questionnaires,

seemed in favour of Gordon Befl's approach to education; however,

An int,eresting additional- finding in connection with the system
of student eval-uation used in the project was that approximately
80? of the students who categorized themsel-ves as rdoing as little
as possible' stated that the usual- evafuation of their work was
'satisfactoryr. 14

In the same vain, the dissatisfied minority commented on the

achievement thus:general lack of educational

on the negative side were general complaints such as the forlowing
...up to Grade 10, I was used to a very strict school system. In
the middle of Grade L0, however, r had to trans,fêr'to thts: sbllool .
Now three years later r am stiLl sorry. The privileges we receive
are all- right but r would much rather sacrifice freedom in order
to get a good education. t5

The teachers of Gordon Berl school and their attitudes were

also surveyed through questionnaires and interviews. rt was found

that the typical teacher at the school was between 30 and 35 years

of age and had taught at the school for four years. The teachers

were tested on the Kerlinger's Educational Scale VII, a standardized

atLitude scale, and were found to be generarly more progressive than

teachers in other comparable Winnipeg schools. overal-l, most teachers

claimed to be in favour of the project although some concern expressed

L4 Ibid. , p.

Ibid., p.

30.

I5 25.
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by teachers leaving the school (I7 teachers Left the school in the

first year as compared to an average of. L2 for compprable schoofs in

the same year),

...was that the programmes, while beneficial for better than
average students, was of doubtful val-ue for those who are
average or below average . L6

Gordon Bell had been set up as an experimental school to ex-

plore team teaching, continuous progress, phasing and independent

study; however, it must be noted that by the early seventies the

teachers at Gordon Bell- had become aware that

Gordon Bell no longer greatly díffers from oLher Winnipeg high
schools because so many others have now adopted our philosophy
and curriculum approach. L7

The Elementary School--Da vid Livinqstone School

I¡lhile the big innovation in high school was the team teaching

approach, the innovators in the el-ementary schools of Vüinnipeg experi-

mented with open plan schools, learning centres, multigraded class-

rooms and "open schools".

The open plan school was hailed as the panacea to education

sometime during the latter part of the '60's. However, because the

expenditure required to build a new schoof or even drastically modify

an old one is a very large investment, no open plan schools were built

by Winnipeg School Division No. I unt.il- L970. From 1970 to 1979, nine

16 34.Ibid. , p.

Ibid. , p.J-7 40.
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open area schools were created. Some schools were replacement build-

ings for schools that were so old as to be in danger of collapse; other

school-s were modified to fit the new philosophy.

InLerestingly, the open area concept was going out of favour

across the North American continent by about 1975, and departments of

educations v¡ere, by that time, busily spending money erecting real

wal-ls to replace the barricades of shelving and portable blackboards

the teachers had been using for years to create private classroom

spaces.

The open area school sounded positively idylic in theory; unfor-

tunately the theory did not translate well to the practical reality of

the school. Theoretically, there would be less structure in open area,

in reality both the teachers and the students have to be more organized

and more strucLured. Every moment of the day has to be carefully

planned so as to allow every one of the ninety or more students to make

use of the facílities and learning centres available in the area. The

students, rather than being more free, must be more disciplined so as

not to be distracted by the activities around them or disturb other

students. The teachers are not free to break away from routines and

just have fun with their classes because of fear of creating diffi-

culties for the colleagues sharing the area. Some teachers were in-

hibited in their teaching because of the presence (and potential

criticism) of their colleagues. Noise was always a major problem of

the open areai a hundred or more students in one area watching movies,

listening to records, discussing, moving around, turning pages all
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create noise. The obvious teacher's response to the problems was to

create private spaces any r^ray they could.

The authorrs experience confirms the problems encountered in an

open area school- having taught in just such a situation. A major

problem observed by the author was teachersr fatigue above and beyond

that normally experienced by teachers in traditional settings. A

teacher in an open area school seems to be in a continuous state of

tension. The tension is generated by the lack of privacy and the

awareness that, even if onets personal group of students is "settled",

an happening in an other corner of the room might disrupL the calm.

Unfortunately, some of the teachers respond to this state of affairs by

learning to ignore alf that is happening around them; others spend much

of their time attempting to maintain strict control of their cfass with

the consequences that little teaching takes place.

An innovation which did not require large expenditures of money and,

therefore, v¡as readily implementable, was the concept of "open school".

Unfortunately, the concept of the "open school" is as vague as much

of the philosophical stand taken by many of the educators of the sixties.

ïn a very general sense, an "open school" is one in which students

are given a great degree of freedom to explore their interests and

potential. Included within the concept of t.he "open school" are such

ideas as continuous progress, co-operating teachers, students helping

students and community invol-vement both as a source of school- volun-

teers and as advisors in the running of the school.
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Many schools in the Winnipeg Schoot Division No. 1 declared that

they were following an open school- philosophy; howeveË, it:!vasì up to

David Livingstone School in L974 to propose formally a project in whích

the school would experiment with open school- concepts. The goals of

the school, as stated by the committee in charge of the eva'l_uation of

the program at David Livingstone,

...were directed toward
each child could assume
by becoming involved in
of fearning experience.

t.he provision of an atmosphere in which
responsibility for her/his own learning
flexibl-e programs which offered a variety
IB

The basic difference in the school was its organizational struc-

ture. The school population was divided inLo "famíly" units con-

sisting of about 100 children ranging from grades I to 6. Four teachers

were assigned to each family. Although the original plan of the school-

cal-l-ed for each cl-assroom t.o have studenLs f rom grade l_ to 6, by about

Christmas of the first year of operation, students had been re-distri-

buted so that there were only Lhree grade leveLs in each cl_assroom.

The groupíng of Leachers and students into "family units" was

dictated by the idea that

...the family arrangement has many positive aspects in that it
alrows for flexibility of movement of students between class-
rooms and for the sharing of ídeas, materials and problems be-
tween teachers. rt was observed, however, that some famiLies
\n/ere not operating as effectívely as they might have. Limited
(or no) time for co-operative planning and difference in
philosophy and personality seem to have inhibited communication
between teachers in a family unit and thus have restricted the
possibilities of building a cohesive group. Lg

1B Evaluation commítt,ee, "Report on the Evalúation of programs
David Livingstone--The open school, The Faculty Associatesl
gram. First Year I974-L975", Winnipeg, L978, p. 4.

ciL

Pro-

19 Ibid. , p. 5
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In keeping with the philosophy of the project, the children were

given a considerable degree of freedom in the choice of what to study

from units on various topics prepared by the teachers. The preparation

of study units requires considerable planning. The progression of

steps needed to facilitate the mastering of the topic under study

has to be carefulÌy developed, materials such as books, illustrations,

equipment have Lo be coll-ected and integrated in the unit. Unfortunate-

Ly, lack of preparation time and resources hampered the development of

many quality study units.

A1so as part of the philosophy of open school , there Ì^/as a

strong commitment to involve the community in the educational process.

However,

The committee di.scovered through staff and parent. interviews
that there was an overall- lack of community involvement and
of communication between the school and the community. 20

Additíonally, there was also lack of effective communication

within the school. The author \^/as involved in teaching at David

Livingstone School during the first two years of the project. The

most diff icult problem faced by.the staff was Lo deterlnine \dhat- wäs

an "open school". The staff spent considerable time in attempting

to reach a consensus.

It is the opinion of the author, that many of the difficulties

experienced by the school were due to the fact that the staff could

never agree on how the school should be organized. The result of the

20 Ibid. , p. 6
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disagreement was that several groups were formed, all of them struggling

t.o ímpose their views on the others. The resulting tension caused many

teachers to simply withdraw to their classrooms and virtuatly ignore

the oLher members of their "co-operating" team.

Open school philosophy incorporates the concept of continuous

progress so that

There was no formal evaluation used in the classrooms but the
enjoyment of and the completion by the children of projects
were seen as subjective and successful evaluations. 2I

Tn actuality the David Livingstone project was innovative only

in the fact that the open school concept was deLiberateJ-y planned

for a specific schoolr ârrd that the staff of the school was replaced

with specially selected personnel.

Most of the ideas practised in David Livingstone School, such

as the greater student freedom, the mul-ti-graded classrooms, the

absence of tests or formal evaLuations to determine promotions,

learning centres, and community involvement, were not new; they had

been practised and were still practised in several other elementary

schools for a number of years.

Generally speaking, the innovative educational techniques that

became popular in winnipeg during the late '60's and early ,70's were

team teaching, continuous progress through the grades without much

formal testing of acquired skil-ls or knowledge and multi-graded class-

rooms.

The factors motivatíng the adoption on t.he part of l{innipeg

2I Ibid. , p. 22.
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school- Division No. 1 of t.hese techniques and the concomitant philo-

sophy of eudcation do not seem to have been based on any major sociar

upheaval requiring changes in the school system so as to sat.isfy some

urgent need. The innovations were imported from other areas of North

Americaz areas in which dramatic socio-economic events and vocal inno-

system necessary.vators made changes in the school



CHAPTER VTI

CONCLUSION

or

THE NEXT SPÍRAL

These intellectual leaders of the future literal-ly can not read,
write, or think. They are good at word recognition but to read,
mark, learn, and ínwardJ-y "digest" even simple material is be-
yond them...They are onJ-y ignorant, Iazy, and unaware of the
exacting demands of a society from the realities of which they
have been carefully insul-ated. 1

Thus wrote Hilda Neatby in the introduction to So Little For the

Mind' a book condemning the "progressive" educational practices which

had pervaded NorLh American educational thinking. The above quotation

might sound familiar and contemporary but it is interesting to note

that the book was published in 1953 and its publication closely coin-

cided with the end of the "progressive education" period in North

Ameri.ca. The end of "progressive" education marked the end of one of

the educational cycles which seems to characterize the progression of

educational practices in the public school system.

The period between the mid-50's and mid-60's \,¡as yet another

cycle in the educational merry-go-round. It \4/as a period of "nev/

math" and "new science", multitudinous I.Q. and achievement testing

and centrally supervised educational practices. That cycle had been

l"ildu Neatby, So Little For the Mind
Ltd., 1953), p. L2.
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generated by the real-ization that North American students were not as

well- educated, in such areas as rnathematícs and science, as their

counterparts in other industrialized countries; as a resutt North Amer-

ica was rapidly being overtaken by other industrialized countries.

The mid-60's saw the beginning of a ne\¡¡ movement in education in

North America. As has been shown in the previous chapters, special

sociologicaL and economic factors set the conditions which forced educa-

tors to re-think once again the educational processes and underÌying

educational philosophies.

In the late 70rs, North American education found itself once again

in a st.ate of turmoil--a turmoil characteristic of the beginning of a

new cycle in the methods and practices of the public school system.

Even while the new educational theories were being tested in

innovative schools around the country, some educators were vocal in

their disagreement with the movement away from strict academic pursuit

and the expectation of wel-l behaved, discíplined students. Some educa-

tors' who did not agree with the educational practices in vogue in the

sixties fel-t that giving authority for decision-making to young peopÌe,

a conmon practice at the time, was in fact, unkind and in the long run,

destructive.

The child who has never been controlled can never controL himself.
And there is no insecurity like being unable to control oneself.
lVords Iike tcontroltr tobediencet r tauthorityt r tdisciplinet
offended the sentimental l-iberalism of too many American parents.
But the fd can bea much more terrible despot than the super Ego...
!'lhen should a parent turn over authority to the child? When the
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child stops reaching for authority and reaches for responsibility
and not before. 2

The

magaz lne

ideas expressed by Mr. Barr in an article in

in 1967 were indeed contrary to the permissive

the New York Times

attitudes which

were being advocated ín the schoo'ls at the time. Hov/ever, by the time

Our Childrenrs Cripp]ed Future was published in 1977, the vague rumbling

of discontent of the fewrreactíonaryr had become a loud cry of alarm

on the part of many concerned educators who had seen the negative effect

the permissiveness of the 60's had on educatior,.3

By the late seventies a large enough body of statistics, which

pointed to the fact that the educational- level- of students was on the

decline, had been accumulated. Concerned educators and parents looked

for a cause for this decline in educationaL skitls. Inevitably, the

blame was placed on the teaching practices and philosophies of educa-

tion prevalent in the previous decade. Frank B. Armbruster clearly

expressed this condemnation of the education of the sixties in Our

Children's Cripp led Future,

One harsh but perhaps not completely unfair way to describe the
1960's and early 1970's might be as the era gimmickry in education.
Many of the innovations that were supposed to accomplish with
Iittle scholatic effort what previously had taken considerab1e
self-discipline and hard, sometimes tedious, work seemed to faII
into this category. Perhaps, it was inevitable that shortcuts
were also substituted for extremely complex social processes. 4

2
Donald Barr,
p. 33.

Vlho Pushed Humpty Dumpty? (New York: Atheneum, I97L) |

3Frank E. Armbruster with
(New York: Quadrangle/The

Paul Bracken, Ou r Childrenrs Crippled Future

4 Ibid., p. L23.

New York Times Book Co., L977), p. 109.
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ln 1981, the government of

examine the quality of education

the U.S.A. appointed a commission to

1n the U.S.A. In 1983, the cornmission,

launching of the Russian Sputnik inechoing the fears expressed at the

the 50's, published a report entitted A Nation At Risk in which it ex-

pressed deep concern for the fate of the American students and by pro-

jectíon Lhe fate of the U.S.A. in competition with other industrialized

nations. The commission's deep concern can perhaps best be exemplified

by the statement from the report,

rf an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America
the mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might
wel] have viewed it as an act of war. 5

The finding that prompted this extraordinary statement was the

real-ization by the commission that,

For the first time in the history of our country, the educational
skill-s of one generation will not surpass, will not equal, will
not even approach, those of their parents. 6

The concern for the quality of education received by the students

of today is not restricted to the u.s.A. canada aLso is re-examining

its educational practices in view of the failure of the experiments of

the 1965-1975 decade to produce the socially aware, skilled personnel

Canada needs in order to compete and survive economically in the high

urbanized, skill-oriented worLd of today and in the future.T

Thus' once again, the previous education system is being blamed

5
a. Nat.i.ol_aÇ-BiFK, quoted ín Dennís A. William with Lucy Howard,
Joseph, Barbara Burgower, Jacob young, Dianne H. McDonald, "Can
Schools Be Saved", Newsweek, 9 May, 1983, p. 50.

Nad ine
the

6 Ibid., p. 50.

7Peter Sypnowich, r'The Trouble in Our Schools", Iqe¿lulegA_Zine,
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for the failure to educaLe the students who are the product of the

educational practices of the 1965-1979 decade to fulfi11 their assigned

roles in the society of t.he eighties. Undeniably, educators were under

great pressure, during the L965-L975 decade, to find solutions to the

problems created by studentsr unrest, social and economic inequalities,

the enormous increase in the number of students, and other socio-econo-

mic conditions. However, with Ehe 20/20 vision of hindsight, both the

general pubJ-ic and professional- educators began to realize in the late

70's that, in their haste to humanize and innovate education in response

to the immediate, special socio-economic conditions of a specific time,

they might have failed to consider the complexity of the situation and

consequently advocated overly simplistic sol-utions to very complex pro-

blems.

Many of the solutions advocated in the 60's did not centre on

methodologies but on educational philosophies and attitudes. New

teaching methods were applied only sporadically and were practices a

relativel-y short period of time. By and large, it was the attitude

developed toward education and students that had the most powerful

impact on the public school system.

The attitudes towards education stemmed from the philosophy

that seemed to pervade the sixties. It is important to remember that

in those years there seemed to be a turning away from practical reality

and a movement toward idealism and humanism. It seemed to be a period

of cooperation rather than competition--a period during which people

aspired for a return to a simpler, less technologically dominated life

5 September, 1981, p. 50.
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style. ft was a time of laisse-faire duri ng which iL was considered

unacceptable to attempt to impart to young people the values of their

el-ders. Young people were free to shape themsel-ves. When the philo-

sophy of the period was applied to the school-, a number of attitudes

toward education, its role and limits had to be developed.

One of the most obvious attitudes at the time was that educatíon

had to be "fun" and immediately relevant to the student. The learning

process must not in any way become too much of a burden or too hard

work for the students. Obvíously, if the course was reLevant to the

student, then s,/he would certainly want to learn and, therefore, the

task of learning woul-d become pleasureable rather than odious. The

above attitude led to the offering of a muLtitude of courses which

would be interesting, funr and, when necessary, limited to scope and

level of difficulty so as not to strain the students' span and assumed

limited desire or abitity to l-earn.B

Concurrent with the above attitude and practice was the preva-

lent belief t,hat all children, regardless of their socio-economic

background, personal problems and leveL of intelligence, came to

school eager and wilfing to learn and, additionally, guite able to

decide what it was that they would need to know in order to grow up

to be mature adults and fuLfill their personal potential- and contri-

bute to the growth of their society. Unfortunately, as Allan C.

Ornstein wrote in Educational Innovation and Change: Some Trends Over

the Decades,

A Natlon At RtsK,
p. ,-

I quoted in News Leader Special Edition, May, 1983,
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To a large extent,. reformersr expectations were unrealistic.
They expected that all- students would want to learn and know
how to learn; they expected unfailingly dedicated and compe-
tent teachers. 9

The 60's was al-so a period when it was felt that academic compe-

t.ition and the associated stress were counter-productive and had no

place in modern North American schools. Children should not be asked

to compeLe against their peers. The socially acceptable school philo-

sophy of the period was not competition but cooperation, a philosophy

that encompassed the classroom but was, in fact, never practiced out-

side the school in the rear world of business and politics or the

teachersr rounge. As was shown in chapters four and five, a conse-

quence of this attitude was the el-imination of formal testing to mea-

sure achievement and to promote children from one l-evel (grade) to the

next since such tests wourd inevitably match child against child.

Probably the most seductive attitude prevalent in the 60!s was

the desire to create an educational system which would be free of the

inegualities that existed in society and thereby hopefully to be in-

strumental in helping to create a more egalitarian future social

structure. A consequence of this desire for eguality was the assump-

tion that most attitudes and practices existing in society were

equally val-id. As far as some educators \,/ere concerned, "middle class"

attitudes' which included such things as certain behavioral expectations,

dress codes, and language usage, should not be imposed on all_ the

school-'s "clients". "Street. language" was considered at. par with

Allan C. Ornstein,
Over the Decadesrr.

"Educational Innovation and Change: Some Trends
9

The Erlucation Diqest (November I L9B2) , p. I1 .
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"proper English" and was theoretically acceptable in the cl-assroom.

The various attitudes and philosophies of education prompted

10

the creation of new classroom practices and new teaching methodologies.

Many of these practices were seen and reported in "Canada" Reviews of

National Pol-icies for Education publíshed in I976,

The forms that have been chosen are numerous. The principles
and practice of non-grading, continuous progress, and open-
area classrooms and team-teaching are in evidence, as is the
promotion of independent learning through ner^¡ curricula. 11

Many of the innovative cLassroom practices were implemented for

a relativefy short time only and either distorted or símply faded away

as the practising of specific methods became corrupted by the practical,

everyday need of the classroom or the lack of skill on the part of the

teachers using the method.

Thus, shortly after being built, open area schooLs saw the

building, on the part of teachers, of "temporary" walls and divisions

which soon became more and more established untíl- such time as the

temporary barriers were replaced by permanent walIs.

The practice of continrious prggrsff was distorted almost from

the beginning; in most cases, it became a case of continuous promotion

with students going from one grade to the next without having mastered

much of the currículum. The principle of individual-ization of pro-

gram, the other aspect of continuous progress, also became corrupted,

so that as is written in The Report on Canada by The Organization for

10Armbruster, Our ChiLdren's Crippled Future t P. I
ll--Organizatíon for Economic Co-operation and

Reviews of National Policies for Education
Developmentr "Canada",

, Paris, L976t p. 41.
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Economic Co-operation and Development,

In many instances in Canada, the form of adaptation Looks sus-
piciously 1íke traditional streaming in ability groups, already
from grade f. The choices made for pupils, at least at t.he
el-ementary levelr appear primarily to be regarded as a matter
for decision by "pedagogoical" experts, wit.h only limited pos-
sibilities for parental participation. AL the secondary,
choices of direction may be more susceptible to influence by
individual pupils and parents, though the "advice" of teachers
probably counts heavily at this level, too, and may be decisive
in terms of relegating children to vocational streams at an
astonishingly early age. L2

Changes in form tþat ought to have brought positive changes

brought. about a deterioration of the school- system.

What the schoofs retained of the ideological conceptualizations

of the 60's and early 70's were reduced academic expectations, reduced

classroom discipline, and the eliminatíon of formal testing to deter-

mine academic achievement and promotions, all of which resulted in a

dramatic drop in the educational skills of the students graduating

in the late 70rs. Some of the findings of the National Commission on

Excellence in Education are:

Some 23 mil-lion American adults are functionally illiterate...
About 13 percent of all l7-year-olds in the Uníted States
can be considered functionally illiterate...Average achieve-
ment of high school students on most standardized tests is
now lower than 26 years ago when Sputnik was launched...
The Col-l-ege Board's Scholastic Aptitude test (Sat) demon-
strates a virtually unbroken decline from 1963 to 1980.
Average verbal scores felL over 50 points and average
mathematics scores dropped nearly 40 points... 13

L2 Tbid., p. 45.

A Nation At Risk,13

1983, p. 2

quoted in News Leader, Special Edition, May,
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These findings are

of Toronto found itself

not restricted to the U.S.A. The University

compelled to institute English proficiency tests

in order to screen students who had passed high school without having

acquired sufficient command of the English language to be able to write

a couple of coherent paragraphs.

By and large, the innovative techniques of the sixties failed

not, because the methodologies were faulty, but because the humanistic

philosophy that generated the educational concepts of the time was too

idealistic. The philosophy failed to take into account human nature

and the economics of education.

Teachers, as do many other peopj-e, fear change. Changes in es-

tabLished patterns creaLe confusion and anxiety. especialry when the

changes are imposed from without. As was shown in Chapter four, prac-

tising teachers were not usually included in the various commissions

which proposed modificaLions of the existing education systems. Also,

from the poínt. of view of the good teachers, changes are not only not

welcomed but utterly unnecessaryi their own methods do in fact work

and can be shown to work by the simple fact that their students l-earn

whatever the teacher teaches. On the other hand, the inefficient or

Iazy teacher will not improve because of a new technique; in fact,

s/he might use the novel- situatíon to hide hislher inefficiency. Con-

sider the elimination of centrarly set exams and the relaxation of

curricul-ar standards. The usual argument was that as long as centrally

set exams and strict curricura existed, a teacher woul-d simpry prepare

studenEs to pass exams and follow closely the prescribed texts. This
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argument Ì{as valid for poor teachers (there are some). The good

teachers usually used the mastering of the curriculum and the passing

of exams as the minimum achievement level to be reached by their stu-

dents. The elimination of centrally set standards was not a problem

for the skill-ed professional, after all srlhe has his/her own standards.

The poor teacher, however, was reft adrift without any goals that had

to be achieved, and without, in some cases, a textbook to fol_low.

The innovators of the sixties aLso did not take into account the

simple fact that the techniques they proposed were expensive. Team

teaching requires, in addition to well_ trained teachers, preparation

time for the team to meet and p1an. open are:a schools require an

enormous amount of materiar and equipment to furnish the various

learning centers.

The humanisÈic philosophy of the sixties was and is attractive.

unfortunately, the educationar methodorogies it generated required,

in order to achieve the educational- and human goals it envisioned,

perfect. teachers dealing with ideal students.

The general public has not been aware of the decline of the

quality of education provided by the public school system. Many

concerned parents, even some who could hardry afford it, have moved

their chil-dren to private school-s.14

Faced with the results of the "innovative" educational practices

and the mounting anger of parents, the public school system throughout

North America is rapidly re-estabtishing many of the practices that

Manfred Jager r 'fParentst Interest in Private Schools Concerns
4 February, 1981, p. L2.

I4

Educator s " , w1nn1 Free Press
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were abandoned in the 60's and 70rs. Thus, the re-estabLishment of

formal examination can be seen as an indication of the direction in

which education is moving. At. presenL, exams are internally set by the

schools but there are signs that soon externally set exams will- have

to be passed in order to graduate from high schoors. Arready, this

trend is becoming apparent in Arberta where, as reported in the News-

let.ter of May I L9B3 |

The results of A]berta's comprehensive exams for grade 12 language
arts, history and socia] science, math, and physical and biolãgical
sciences, administered in January, \¡¿ere released l_ast month. These
exams were opt.ional this year, but Alberta Minister of Education,
David King, has indicat.ed that some form of compulsory provincial_
exams are being considered for next year. 15

The introduction of externally set exams necessitates the esta-

blishment of precise, centrally set curricula; tasks which can only be

performed by a strong Department of Education willing to assume ful_l

responsibility for the education of the students in the province and

capable of enforcing its philosophy of education on recalcitrant or

inept schooL divisions.

The "new" curricurum being proposed by the various provinciat

departments of education in canada have a much stronger compulsory

subject component--i.e., a component of subjects which students must

take and pass in order to graduate. The ontario Ministry of Educationrs

Secondary Education Review Project, a committee studying the Ontario's

secondary school- system since L990, came out with a report ín L9g2 in

which it recommended an increase in the number of compulsory credits:

15
"Exams in Alberta", Newsl-etter May, 1983, p. 2
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specified for the secondary school diproma are r20 credits--
56 compulsory (16 English or francais and 4 in either French
or English, I in math, B in science, 4 in geography, 4 in
history,4 more in social_ sciencer 4 in arts and 4 in physical
and health education. 16

The process of central-ization and re-establishment of authority

is arso taking prace in Manitoba. The non-directive approach of the

60's is rapidly giving way to a more autocratic stand. As earry as

1978, the Report of the Task Force on Government organization and

Economy made a number of recommendations to the Department of Education

of Dlan i toba .

The Task Force identified a lack of leadership in t.he devel-opment
and imprementation of educationaL poricy in the province...Basic-
ally' there is a need to re-assess and adjust the emphasis on
experimental and special projects and to assume a support and
Leadership role with which the education community can identify.

The Department should assume both a prescriptive role and regu-
latory role...The Department shouLd monitor and evaLuate the
educaLion system...contínuous surveillance of teaching methods,
course content and testing needs to be undertaken... 17

The recommendations of the Task Force did noL go unheeded. By

1981, the Department of Education had already begun tightening its

control over education.

Under Education Minister i(eith Cosens, the government has established
tighter provincial contror over what goes on in the schoors. rt has
brought back the old school inspectors under the new label of
"field representatives". rt. has instituted departmental testing
to detect teachers of school-s whose pupils are under-achieving. rg

t6
"SERP Recommends that Ontario Re-organize
January, L982, p. 1.

Secondary School", Newsletter

L7Task Force on Government Organization and Economy, Report on Gover nment
anLz t on and Econ , Volume 11 (Manitoba: April, l-978)r p. lL,

18TerenceMoore'''TighterContro]-overEducation'',M,
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The Vùinnipeg School Division No. I is also following the central--

ization trend. The Area Superintendent system, discussed in Chapter 5,

has been replaced by a system composed of a Chief Superintendent and

two Assistant Superintendents: one, in charge of the secondary schoc¡L

and the other, in charge of the elementary school_s.

The administrators both at the p'r.ovincial and school division

level hope that centralization of authority will remove a number of

issues. Centralization will equaLize the curricula throughout the

schooLs of the province so that every student wirt be exposed to the

same subjects at the same level- of difficulty. rt will- re-establish

some standard of academic competence that students must achieve in

order to be promoted. It wj-l-I reduce the waste of the limited finan-

cial resources through the el-imination of duplication of effort.

Although a mere conjecture at this time, there is a general

impression that the cooperative, democratic process through which

school- princípals contributed much to the decision-making process at

the divisionar level-, has been repraced by a much more aut,horitarian

system in which the orders come from above and percolate down through

the ranks.

The innovative classroom techniques developed in the sixties

such as team teaching, are no longer practised in any of the schools

of the division. rn order for any teaching technique to function,

the teacher has to be trained in its use. The winnipeg School Division

No. I, after an initial period of enthusiasm vTas not prepared to con-

tinue paying to train its teachers in innovative techniques. so it

3 November, 1981, p. 7
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\,ras t,he case that. as more teachers untrained in the technique became

and teachers wentinvolved in team t.eaching, the program deteriorated

back to teach in more traditional ways.

As is evident from this quotation taken from an interview with

Mr. G. McDonnef a former superintendent of The v,rinnipeg School Division

No. 1' the executives of the division were not una\¡¡are of what caused

the failure of some of the new methodologies.

r am quite aware, here, of a number of situations team teaching
fell flat on its face. r think basícarly because teachers were
thrust into it without being convinced of its value. 19

open area schools are, of course, still operational but, as

everywhere else some open area schools are roughly partitioned with

teacher-made barriers of shelves and portabl-e blackboards, whire

others are having permanent waLl-s installed as soon as funds become

available for this major renovation.

continuous progress and "phasing" are still being practised.

"Phasing" has now changed into a system for streaming students along

ability lines, while continuous progress has openly deteriorated into

continuous promotion; however, this process of continuous promotion

seems to be on the way out especially at the junior and senior high

leve1, where many schools have estabrished some form of internally

set exams.

Multi-graded cl-assrooms are stiIl in existence in the Vüinnipeg

school Division No. 1, especially at the el-emenLary level, but now

the practice seems to be dictated by the economics of reduced enrol1-

19^ McDonnel, Interview at his home, Winnipeg, Ig7g.
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ment rather than ideology. rn fact, the popular idea of a few years

ago is meeting with opposit,ion on the part of parents. Tn December,

l-977 | The Winnipe g Tribune reported:

A preliminary report of the winnipeg school division's 197g
budgets proposes cr¿btirlg30 to 40 teachers because of de-
clining enrolLment and adding 15 other teachers to special
programs in some school_s.

The cuts in teachers could result in more "split" classes in
which students from two grades were combined.

Parents have already protested split classes
saying they offer chil_dren a poorer education
cl,asses . 20

in some schools,
than one-grade

rt is obvious that the spirit of the 60's is no more. As early

as the second half of the 70's, the socio-economic conditions which

had created that ext.raordinary, revolutionary decade had begun to

change. The period of economic expansion in the industrialized worl-d

was coming to an .,'rd.21

society could no longer afford to cater to the whims of a self-

involved, spoiled generatíon. The culture created by an idealistic,

unrealistic youth and supported by a liberal-minded, someLimes frigh¡-

ened public, disintegrated, or more precisely, r^Ias absorbed in the

mainstream culture when it cl-ashed with the uncompromising reality

of personal and natíonal economic survivat.

The trade marks of the hippy culture, the long hair, became

respectable when combined with the three-piece suiti cannabis became

20
"School Division Faces
16 December, L977t p. 4

Staff Cuts, Split Classes", The Winnipeq Tr

canada, Economic council- of canada, "A crimat,e of uncertainty,',
Sevetteenth A_n¡IEl1 -Reyjlgw, I9 B 0, _. F. -- I .

2L

ibune
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the drug of choice, in spite of its itlegality, f.or the young, ambitious

corporate executives; the jewellry worn by the l-iberated maLe to show

his androgynous characLeristics became the adornment of the "macho"

man of the late 70's.

Once again, the public school system fínds itself at the centre

of controversy. This time the public is cl_amouring for a "return"

to an education more concerned with the acquiring of skilts than with

the development of "human" qualities. The pubric school systems are

now asked to provide more and stricter discipline, higher and recog-

nizable educational standards, and the devefopment of marketable skills.

Educational elitism is making a re-appearance within school-s.

Today's schools are once again concerned with the recognition and

development of the gifted students--a concern abandoned when major

work classes (the pre 60rs classes for bright st.udents) were disbanded

because they seemed to encourage el-itism and because it was feared

that the prrogram was deleterious to the entíre emotionaL and social

life of the students in the program by setting them apart from the

majority of the student body.

The school system of the 80's is in the middle of a new cycle.

rt is still burdened by some of the practices of the previous cycle

but is reaching toward the establ-ishment of programs more in keeping

with the demands dictated by the socio-economic conditions with which

it is now faced.
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A combination of socio-economic fact,ors such as a rapidly in-

creasing population, a period of high economic growth following a deep

economic depression and a major war, and a rapid industrial expansion

created a situation which made possible the foimation of a youth cul-

ture with enough education, leisure and political power to challenge

the established cul-tural val-ues of the rest of society.

The estabLished culture responded with an attempt to appease Lhe

new culture by adapting the school system to the requests, expJ-icit and

implicit, of the large student population.

A number of "innovat.ive" concepts and attitudes toward education

were grafted to those already existing within the school system. Many

of these concepts were inherited from the progressive education of an

earlier cyc1e.

Over a period ofL a few years, ne\¡/ methods and curricul-a were

attempted in school-s. The schools appeared to become more in tune with

the tempers of the time. Ho\n¡ever, many innovations, although success-

ful at first, failed to continue being practised because of lack of

teachers'training and interestr lack of facilities and lack of finan-

cial support. Teachers and schools adopted those aspects of the inno-

vations which seemed to be the least difficul-t to implement, such as

team teaching, continuous progress, phasing, self-directed study, etc.

The condit.ions which generated the educational attitudes of the

60rs came to an abrupt end in the 70's. The post-war baby boom was

overi the adult and senior population was rapidly increasing; the
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economic expansion' expected to cont.inue indefinit.ely, first slowed down

and then reversed itsetf plunging the industrial world into an "infl-a-
tionary recession"; the funds necessary for educational experimentations

\.'rere no longer available. Society found itseLf unable and unwil-ling to

support a large body of non-productíve members. A large number of

workers and a reduced number of jobs made competition in the work force

once again a necessity. The advent of the electronic age created a

demand for a highly skiLled, scientifically educated work force; thus

education in the hard disciplines were again in demand.

Governments and schools are rapidry moving to the educationaL

practices prevarent in the period following the launching of the

Sputnik in the 50's.

some teachers and school boards are resisting the changes but

parents are exercising their political power and putting a lot of

pressure on the recalcitrant schools.

A new educational cycle is now evolving. Hopefully, the initial

reactionary movemenL will become tempered as time goes by and the most

b]atant problems of the previous cycle are rectified. The new public

school will probably retain much of the humanistic attitudes of the

1965-L975 decade but wil-l- also incorporate more realistic attitudes

toward discipline and the teaching of skitls students wilL need when

they leave school.
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